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ABSTRACT
An automatic method for detecting and cleaning EEG artifactual ICA components is
presented in this dissertation. Unsupervised learning is utilized for the detection of
artifactual components. The artifact removal method is implemented in a six step process
called ABEAR. The six steps of ABEAR are bad epoch removal, ICA, generation of
component features, component clustering, cluster labeling, and component cleaning.
Each step of ABEAR is evaluated using a recorded dataset with manually labeled
components. A simulated dataset is also created to test the benefits of cleaning
components compared to removing components. The simulated dataset reveals that
cleaning components presents benefits when potential cerebral signal is included in
artifactual components. ABEAR successfully detects and removes artifactual
contributions to EEG signal caused by eye movements, electrocardiogram signals,
electromyogram signals, movement, and bad channels.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Motivation
This dissertation research originated in the design of a study to investigate how brain
activation regions as measured by EEG were related to learning styles and cognitive
performance in engineering students. This investigation was carried out through the
analysis of EEG power differences between groups across learning styles and gender
[1,2]. Studies such as this one generate large volumes of data. In this case, 62
participants completed three distinct tasks, resulting in 186 datasets each with 65
channels of data. Each dataset is decomposed into components that must be visually
inspected for artifacts. This results in over 20,000 components that each must be
inspected. The difficulty in manually analyzing data, particularly when it comes to
removing non-EEG based data artifacts, is what motivated the research to focus in a
specific direction – the development an algorithm that would automatically identify and
remove artifactual components and the assessment of the effectiveness of that algorithm
in the analysis of data generated in the study. Two technical problems experienced
during the analysis of the EEG study shape the objectives laid out in this dissertation.
Typical pre-processing steps for EEG data are filtering and artifact removal. Filtering is
a relatively simple process that removes low-frequency drifts or high-frequency power
line noise. Artifact removal is not so simple. A common method for artifact removal is
Independent Component Analysis (ICA). It is available through EEGLab, a popular
toolbox for EEG analysis [3]. ICA automatically separates EEG data into its independent
components, such as cerebral signal and artifactual signal. The artifactual components
must be identified and removed. The identification of artifactual ICA components is a
lengthy and subjective task. Analysts typically view the time courses, spectrums, and
topographies of the components to determine their classification as artifactual or nonartifactual. For one component, this is simple; but for over 20,000 components, it is
extremely tedious and time-consuming. It can also lead to inconsistencies in component
identification with the large time-gaps between datasets. Component classification might
1
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start off meticulous, but after 30 datasets, becomes sloppy. Problem 1: Manually
selecting components is inefficient and inconsistent.
After artifactual components are identified, they are simply removed from the data.
Component removal can result in throwing away cerebral signal for two reasons. First,
ICA does not always perfectly separate cerebral signal from artifactual signal.
Components can be a mixture of artifacts and brain signal [4,5]. Second, human error can
lead to incorrectly identified components. Artifactual components can be misinterpreted
as actual cerebral activity or vice versa, skewing results. Problem 2: Removing
components can also remove important cerebral signal.
Objective
Automating component selection is a solution to the inefficiency and inconsistency of
manual component identification. Researchers have proposed methods for automating
component selection: correlation with supplemental signals, thresholding component
properties, and supervised learning. Clustering has not been explored as an option for
classifying artifactual components. Clustering can provide automated component
identification without the need of a supplemental signal. This dissertation will explore
clustering as an option for automatically identifying artifactual components.
This dissertation will look at the benefits of cleaning components as a solution to data
loss experienced by removing components. Cleaning components can reduce the amount
of signal loss by only removing contributions from artifacts, such as spikes from
movements or electromyography noise. Cleaning components can also reduce the risk of
signal loss when components are misidentified because their signal will not be removed.
The objectives of this dissertation are to explore clustering as method for automatically
identifying EEG ICA artifactual components, determine the benefits of cleaning the
artifactual components, and observe the impact of the developed artifact removal method
on a portion of the Learning Styles study.
Novel contributions to this dissertation include the use of automated bad epoch
removal prior to ICA, clustering components for artifactual component identification, the
2
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creation of a customized feature for detecting multiple types of artifacts, cleaning
components, and the modified Isodata algorithm used for clustering components.
Content
This dissertation will present the following: the Learning Styles study design; an
overview of EEG artifacts and artifact removal algorithms; the approach taken in this
dissertation to identify, cluster, and clean artifactual components; and, the application of
the developed algorithm to one of the main data sets from the Learning Styles study. The
complete study results from all of the data sets in the Learning Styles study are
documented in the appendices.

3
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CHAPTER 2
LEARNING STYLES EEG STUDY
Introduction
The massive amount of data acquired during the Learning Styles EEG study is what
motivated the need for an automated artifact removal. Two groups of data from the
Learning Styles study were used to evaluate the performance of the developed artifact
removal method as well its effect on final power results. The Ravens portion of the study
provided ground truth for labeled artifactual components to test the classification rates of
the automated artifact removal method. The mental rotation portion of the study was used
to observe how the study's results changed when the developed artifact removal method
was applied to the data. This Chapter will introduce the Learning Styles study and
describe the power analysis that was performed on the Mental Rotation data. The
complete behavioral and neuroimaging results from all of the datasets in the EEG and
fMRI studies are documented in the appendices.
Learning Styles Assessments
Individualizing learning will improve student retention and performance. New
teaching technologies and e-learning environments allow a customized learning
environment. Thus it is important to understand students’ learning styles and their
relationship to students’ academic performance. The goal of the Learning Styles study is
to observe the relationship between Engineering students’ learning styles and their
performance, both behavioral and neural, on tasks that contain cognitive domains
commonly used in Engineering. While attempts have been made to correlate learning
styles with behavioral performance on various tasks, there are no studies that currently
compare learning styles to neuroimaging data such as EEG or fMRI [6,7,8].
The Felder Silverman Learning Styles Inventory (FSLSI) was chosen to evaluate
students’ learning styles because it was designed for engineering students and has shown
consistency across multiple engineering groups as well as excellent test-retest capabilities
[9]. The FSLSI measures learning style preferences on four scales: active-reflective,
sensing-intuitive, sequential-global, and visual-verbal [10]. Active (ACT) learners prefer
4
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to learn through hands-on activities, while reflective (REF) learners prefer to think things
through first. Sensing (SNS) learners are good with facts and methodologies, while
intuitive (INT) learners are good at grasping new concepts and models. Sequential (SEQ)
learners prefer to learn in logical steps, while global (GLO) learners tend to learn in nonlinear jumps. Finally, visual (VIS) learners learn from what they see, compared to verbal
(VRB) learners who learn from “words” that they hear or read. According to the
descriptions given in [10], no one is on one end of the scale all of the time – for example,
even learners who are strong ACT learners will have some characteristics of REF
learners.
Cognitive Tasks
Three cognitive tasks were selected for this research: a mental rotation task, a Tower of
London task, and a matrix reasoning task. These tasks require visuospatial processing,
analytical reasoning, and planning, each of which is utilized in engineering problems. All
three tasks have been published in many neuroimaging studies, thus providing expected
activations. The goal of this research was not to discover new activations related to the
three tasks, but rather to observe the differences in activations among groups with
different learning styles. Only three tasks were chosen to fit the time limits imposed by
the fMRI study. The following sections describe the three tasks in detail.
Tower of London
The Tower of London (TOL) task involves planning processes such as generating,
selecting, and remembering moves [11, 12]. The INT/SNS and SEQ/GLO learners might
exhibit differences in their planning processes. The TOL task gives insight into the
differences in planning between the two learning types.
Task difficulty has been the focus of most TOL studies. Increases in task difficulty are
often associated with increased neural activity in the left and right prefrontal cortex; left
and right superior and inferior parietal cortex; left and right inferior frontal gyrus. Both
gender and VIS/VRB learning styles have been compared using the TOL task [13, 14,
15]. Females rely on verbal processes during the TOL task while males rely on
5
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visuospatial processes. In [15], there were no differences in performance on the TOL task
between VRB and VIS learners.
Mental Rotation
Mental rotation is a complex task that involves many cognitive processes, including
spatial processing, all of which result in many areas of brain activation [16]. The many
cognitive processes involved in mental rotation may produce differences across the four
learning scales. For example, ACT learners might take a motor-oriented approach to the
rotation task because they are more prone to want to work in a “hands on” manner, as
opposed to REF learners who might not engage the motor rotation processes in the brain.
Mental rotation involves encoding an image, rotating the image, and matching the
image to an unrotated version [17,18]. The encoding and matching steps are associated
with the right frontal lobe while the generation and rotation of images is associated with
the left parietal and left temporal regions [18]. Mental rotation as measured by EEG and
fMRI has resulted in significant differences between males and females, with males
having more activation in the areas associated with object encoding [19]. Males also have
significantly better scores and response times, as well as increased activation.
Matrix Reasoning
The Ravens matrix reasoning task tests analytical reasoning abilities. The Ravens task
consists of several multiple choice questions that require the identification of a missing
matrix cell. Questions can be divided into various categories that correspond to the type
of logic used in solving the problem. The authors of [20] divide questions into five
categories based on logical rules. The authors of [21] divide questions into an analytic or
visual group. Similarly to [21], [22] divides the questions into visual-spatial or verbalanalytical groups. The Ravens questions in this research are divided based on [22].
VIS/VRB and SEQ/GLO learners might show differences in performance on the Ravens
task.
The Ravens task has not yet been used to compare learning styles. However, there have
been studies that look at the differences in gender performance on the Ravens task. In
6
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The authors of [23] found that compared to females, males performed better on tasks
requiring addition/subtraction- or distribution of two- rules (verbal-analytical tasks). The
Ravens task shows activation in the left and right parietal regions. When comparing
verbal-analytical to spatial types of problems, previous research shows that verbalanalytical problems have greater activation in left parietal, occipital, and temporal
regions, and in left and right frontal regions.
Methods
Participant Selection
This study was approved by the Texas Tech Human Subjects Internal Review Board.
The study was divided into two separate sessions, completed on separate days: an EEG
session and an fMRI session. Only the EEG portion of the study will be discussed in this
Chapter. For more information on the fMRI session, see the appendices.
The EEG study consisted of 62 participants from the Whitacre College of Engineering.
Fig. 1 shows the demographics of the participants. Almost 60% of the participants were
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering majors. The participants comprised of 19 female
and 33 male students. The ratio of female to male participants was an over-representation
of females compared to the female to male ratio in the College of Engineering. Of the 62
participants, 55 were right-handed, 1 left-handed, and 6 ambidextrous. Participants were
asked to complete the Felder Silverman Learning Styles Inventory (FSLSI). Their scores
were recorded across all four learning styles scales.

Fig. 1. Participant engineering types and grade levels for the EEG study.

7
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Task Description
The TOL task was designed similarly to the TOL tasks in [24, 11]. For each stimulus,
participants counted the minimum number of moves required to arrange the colorful discs
on the left side of the screen to look like the configuration on the right side, as seen in
Fig. 2. There were two degrees of difficulty for the TOL tasks: easy and hard. The hard
sub-task always had 4 discs and required 4 or 5 moves. The easy sub-task always had 3
disks and required 2 or 3 moves. For the fMRI portion of the study, a baseline task was
created. The TOL baseline task, like that seen in Fig. 2, had two identical disc
configurations. The participants counted the total number of discs.

Fig. 2. TOL sub-task examples (left to right): baseline, easy, and hard.
The TOL task consisted of 42 stimuli arranged in alternating blocks of 3 TOL tasks and
3 baseline tasks. The TOL task blocks had both hard and easy sub-tasks to average out
the effect of difficulty across blocks. The block timing was carefully planned to fit into a
block model for the fMRI portion of the study. Each stimulus's duration was a factor of 3
seconds because the fMRI was acquired with a TR of 3 seconds. Fig. 3 shows the timing
sequence for one block of the TOL task.

Fig. 3. TOL block timing.
The mental rotation task figures were created to resemble those in [25]. Participants
matched a top rotated block figure to one of the four unrotated block figures below. The
top rotated figure could be rotated or mirrored. The rotated figures were either rotated in
the plane of the screen, depth of the screen, or a combination of both. In a baseline task,
the top figure was identical to one of the four bottom figures, with no rotation involved.
Fig. 4 shows examples of MR sub-tasks [1].

8
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Fig. 4. Mental rotation sub-task examples (clockwise from top left): plane rotation,
depth rotation, combination rotation, mirror, and baseline.
The mental rotation task consisted of 48 stimuli arranged in alternating blocks of 3
depth, 3 plane, 3 combination, 3 mirror, and 4 baseline. Fig. 5 shows the timing sequence
for one block of the mental rotation task. Similar to the TOL task, each stimulus's
duration was a factor of 3 seconds.

Fig. 5. Mental rotation block timing.
The Ravens task was modeled according to [26]. For each stimulus, participants were
presented with a 9 by 9 matrix missing the bottom right entry. Participants selected the
missing entry from four choices. The Ravens tasks were divided into visuospatial (VS),
verbal-analytical (VA), and ambiguous (A) sub-tasks [22]. Ambiguous was a
combination of VA and VS. The baseline task consisted of a 9 by 9 matrix where all the
entries are identical. Fig. 6 shows examples Ravens sub-tasks.

Fig. 6. Ravens sub-task examples (left to right): verbal-analytical, ambiguous,
visuospatial, and baseline.

9
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The Ravens task had 30 stimuli arranged in alternating blocks of 3 VS, 3 VA, and 3
baseline sub-tasks. The last block also contained 3 ambiguous stimuli. Fig. 7 shows the
timing sequence for one block of the Ravens task. Again, each stimulus's duration was a
factor of 3 seconds.

Fig. 7. Ravens block timing.
EEG
Participants received an EEG while completing three cognitive tasks within one sitting:
a mental rotation task, tower of London task, and Ravens matrix task. The task stimuli
were presented on a 10.25” by 13.25” monitor in a sound-proof, unlit room. The EEG
was recorded using an EGI 64-channel HydroCel Geodesic Sensor Net. NetStation was
used to record and montage the EEG data. Fig. 8 shows the layout of the 64 channels,
corresponding to the standard 10-20 electrode arrangement.

Fig. 8. EEG channel locations.
E-Prime
All three tasks were designed from scratch, including the images. The mental rotation
images were designed and rotated in AutoCad 3-D modeling software to achieve precise
angles. The TOL images and Ravens images were designed in Visio. E-Prime software
was used to organize the task images into a presentation for display on a monitor. In
addition to presenting the images, E-Prime collected participant's answers and response
10
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times through an integrated keypad. Participants used a four-button keypad to respond to
questions.
E-Prime comes with a NetStation extension package that allows the communication of
E-Prime and NetStation during an experiment via Ethernet. As the EEG data were
recorded, E-Prime placed task labels into the EEG data for later epoching. E-Prime also
sent a trigger to NetStation to indicate when recording should begin. This feature allowed
the synchronization of behavioral data with EEG data.
EEG Power Analysis
The EEG data were pre-processed in EEGLAB [3]. A 0.5 Hz high pass filter and 50 Hz
band pass filter were applied to the data. ICA artifactual components, such as eye blinks,
eye movement, heart beats, and muscle movement, were manually identified and
removed. The EEG data were epoched into sub-tasks (see Table XI). Each sub-task was
segmented into six one-second epochs to capture the time-varying changes in signal. All
EEG channels were grouped into one of 22 regions, shown in Fig. 9. The central channels
were removed. The grouping of channels reduced the amount of data. For each sub-task
and every participant, power levels were calculated within the beta frequency band for
each of the 22 regions.

Fig. 9. EEG regions; notation: F – frontal, P – parietal, T – temporal, O – occipital, C
– central, L – left, and R - right.
Four 2-by-2 ANOVAs were used to compare power results between gender and each of
the four learning styles scales: ACT/REF, SNS/INT, SEQ/GLO, and VIS/VRB. Between
11
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group comparisons and interactions among gender/learning styles were observed for
p<.01. The results from the ANOVA for both the manually cleaned and ABEAR cleaned
data are presented in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 3
BACKGROUND
Electroencephalography
Brain activity requires communication among neurons within the brain. The
communication is achieved by exchanging ions between the synapses and dendrites of
neurons. This exchange of ions produces an ionic current that results in a small voltage
[28]. Electroencephalography (EEG) measures the fluctuations of voltage in the brain
using electrodes placed onto the scalp. The electrodes are arranged in an EEG net that is
placed onto a participant’s head. An Electrical Geodesics Inc. (EGI) net, like the one in
Fig. 10, was used for EEG data acquisition in this paper.

Fig. 10. Participant performing task while wearing an EGI EEG net.
The ionic currents between neurons create a small current dipole. The individual
voltages of a single dipole are undetectable by EEG, so EEG measures the summation of
synchronous communication among a large group of neurons, at least 108, with parallel
orientation to each other [29]. The summation of parallel dipole fields creates one large
dipole. In order for an EEG electrode to detect activity, the dipole must be perpendicular
to the scalp, shown in Fig. 11. The voltages produced by the dipole fields decrease
proportionally to the square of the distance from the dipole source. For this reason, the
majority of the signal measured by the electrodes is produced by the cerebral cortex.
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Fig. 11. Model of generation of potentials from neuronal activity. [30]
EEG waveforms are commonly described by their rhythmic cycles produced by
synchronization of neurons. The frequencies of these cycles have been associated with
various states of brain function. The functional EEG frequency spectrum includes
frequencies between 0.1 and 100 Hz [28]. Table I lists the five commonly studied
frequency bands and their associated functional states.
Table I. EEG Frequency Bands and Associated Cognitive States
EEG Band
Delta
Theta
Alpha
Beta
Gamma

Frequency Range
0.1-4 Hz
4 -8 Hz
8 – 13 Hz
14-30 Hz
30 – 100 Hz

Associated States
Deep sleep
Drowsy
Relaxed/ eyes closed
Alert/ active concentration/ thinking
Highly alert/ associated with many cognitive tasks

EEG data are preprocessed before analysis. Common preprocessing steps for EEG data
include applying a high pass filter between 1 to 3 Hz to remove DC drift and applying a
notch filter at 60 Hz to remove line noise in the data. Artifact removal is another common
preprocessing step. Artifacts are non-cerebral contributions to EEG signals. Recall that
the sources of activity behave similar to a dipole, projecting the activity across a large
14
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portion of the scalp. EEG electrodes measure summations of multiple source potentials.
Each source is a component of the measured signal at an electrode. The measured signal
at an electrode can be a combination of many brain signals along with artifactual noise.
The spectrum of the artifactual noise often overlaps with the EEG spectrum, making it
difficult to distinguish between real signal and artifactual noise. Independent component
analysis (ICA) allows separation of EEG signal into its additive components [31]. The
following section will give an overview of ICA for use in separating EEG components.
Independent Component Analysis
ICA is a very common tool used for EEG artifact removal and is readily available in
the EEGLab toolbox [3], software widely used for EEG analysis. ICA solves the
“cocktail party” problem, shown in Fig. 12. Several independent voices, s, are recorded
on a set of microphones, and ICA separates the recordings, x, into an estimation of the
voices, y.

Fig. 12. ICA “Cocktail Party” example.
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Given the set of signals, x = [x1, x2… xN], ICA seeks to find a matrix, W, such that x is
a linear combination of independent components, y = [y1, y2… yN] [31,32], given by (1).
(1)
In terms of EEG data, x = [x1, x2… xN] represents the measured signals at each
electrode on the EEG net, where N is the number of EEG channels. The vector, y = [y1,
y2… yN], represents the sources that contribute to the measured signal, including cerebral
activity and artifacts.
Statistical independence is achieved when the mutual information between the
components, y, goes to zero [33]. Mutual information between two components, yi and yj,
is defined by (2), where yk and yl are the kth and lth elements of yi and yj, respectively. In
(2),

is the joint probability density function (pdf) of yk and yl, and

is the

marginal pdf of yk.
(2)
In order for the mutual information to be zero, the following must be true:
. Therefore, statistical independence is achieved if the joint pdf of the
components, yi and yj, can be factorized [33].
There exist numerous ICA algorithms, all with the goal of maximizing component
independence. There are three common ways to optimize independence: maximizing
non-gaussianity through optimization of gaussianity measures, minimizing mutual
information, and maximum likelihood estimation. According to [3], popular ICA
methods such as JADE, Infomax, and FastICA return almost identical components when
performed on EEG data. A modified version of the Infomax ICA algorithm provided by
the EEG analysis software will be used in the artifact removal process presented in this
dissertation. Infomax ICA maximizes network entropy, a method identical to maximum
likelihood estimation [31,33]. The Infomax ICA algorithm is recommended by the
EEGLAB creators because it “reliably finds independent components that are
physiologically plausible, functionally distinct, and often have spatial and functional
16
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similarities across datasets, sessions, and subjects.” [3] For a more detailed description of
Infomax, the reader is referred to [34].
ICA assumes that the components, y, are statistically independent, non-Gaussian and
that both y and x have zero mean [35]. The Infomax algorithm automatically pre-whitens
the EEG data to satisfy the zero mean requirements. Fortunately, EEG data are nonGaussian, satisfying the non-gaussianity rule. However, some muscle noise, power line
noise, or slow waves can have a sub-Gaussian distribution. Infomax allows for the
estimation of sub-Gaussian components with its “extended” option [3]. Proper filtering
before ICA can assist in separation of components by removing the slow drifts and power
line noise. Applying a notch filter at 60Hz can reduce power line noise in the data and a
high-pass filter of 1Hz can reduce slow drifts.
Two ambiguities arise from ICA: component order and component amplitudes. ICA
does not provide consistent ordering of components. Multiple runs of ICA cannot be
compared because their order of components is different. Component amplitudes cannot
be interpreted physically, because they are not representative of actual source amplitudes
or the original data scale.
When applied to EEG data, ICA can separate the measured signals at each channel into
artifactual components and cerebral activity [31]. The data are transformed from N
individual channels into N sources with the same time course. Furthermore, ICA can be
used to eliminate artifactual components from EEG data [36]. Once artifactual
components are selected, their corresponding row in y is set to zero to create yclean. The
cleaned EEG data are reconstructed by (3).
(3)
Principle component analysis (PCA) is another source separation technique with the
goal of maximum component uncorrelation, unlike ICA which maximizes independence.
This leads to the question: why can PCA not be applied in place of ICA on EEG data?
PCA components are temporally and spatially orthogonal to satisfy the need for
uncorrelated components [3]. PCA’s separation into unorthogonal components is
17
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unrealistic for EEG data. As discussed previously, EEG electrodes are measuring
summations of source potentials. The final measured potential at an electrode depends on
the source strengths, orientations, and locations. The signals across neighboring
electrodes are always non-orthogonal due to the overlapping nature of similar source
signals. Therefore, PCA is not suitable for decomposing EEG data.
EEG Artifactual Components
EEG electrodes are sensitive to any change in potential. A change in potential can be
caused by movement, additional signal such as power line noise, internal signals such as
heart beat, and even poor impedances on an electrode. ICA, as discussed previously, can
separate these artifacts from the EEG data into independent components. These
artifactual components, discussed in more detail in the following sections, each have
unique properties that distinguish them from EEG data. Examining a component’s
properties is one way to determine if a component is artifactual.
Three commonly observed properties of EEG components are presented in the
following sections: topographic maps, frequency spectra, and waveform shapes. The
three properties give spatial, frequency, and temporal information, respectively.
Topographic maps give a 2-dimensional representation of how the power levels in a
given component are distributed across the scalp. Frequency spectra plot the distribution
of signal power across the EEG spectrum (1-100 Hz). Waveform shapes are simply the
component signal. Each type of artifactual component presents a unique waveform
pattern, or shape.
Bad Channels
Bad channel components, also referred to as BAD artifacts in this paper, are a general
category for artifactual components that are only located at a single channel as seen in the
topographies of Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. These artifacts are not caused by physiological
events. They are the result of a high impedance EEG electrode or an electrode that was
disturbed by touch. These components do not have a common shape or spectrum. There
are many causes for a BAD artifact and the instance of the channel turning bad could
18
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occur any time during recording. Note that the spatial activity is confined to a spot within
the topographic map, and the time course shows a temporally localized artifact.

Fig. 13. BAD component properties 1: topography (top left), spectrum (top right), and
time course (bottom center).

Fig. 14. BAD component properties 2: topography (top left), spectrum (top right), and
time course (bottom center).
Heart Beat Artifacts
Heart beat artifacts, or ECG (electrocardiograph) artifacts, have a very distinct shape.
They have fairly periodic spikes resembling the heart beat impulse with a P wave, QRS
wave, T wave, and U wave [37]. The impulses repeat about once per second, comparable
to a normal heart rate of 60-90 bpm. Their topography reflects the pulsing dipole source
with its bi-polar presentation on the scalp. The spectrum has mainly low-frequency
dominance. Examples of two ECG components and their properties are shown in Fig. 15
and Fig. 16.
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Fig. 15. ECG component properties 1: topography (top left), spectrum (top right), and
time course (bottom center).

Fig. 16. ECG component properties 2: topography (top left), spectrum (top right), and
time course (bottom center).
Muscle Artifacts
Muscle artifacts, or EMG (electromyogram) artifacts, are caused by many
physiological actions: clenching muscles, movement of the head, neck, or shoulders,
squinting or twitching of the eyes, and other movement. There are two common EMG
waveform shapes: the white-noise-like pattern and the “railroad-cross-tie” pattern [38].
Both types of EMG artifacts are located in peripheral channels (around the neck, ears,
and eyes). The white-noise-like pattern is usually located in the front peripheral channels
(Fig. 17) while the cross-tie pattern is located in the back peripheral channels (Fig. 18).
Contrary to popular belief, EMG artifacts dominate the entire EEG spectrum uniformly
and not just at high frequencies [38].
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Fig. 17. EMG component properties 1: topography (top left), spectrum (top right),
and time course (bottom center).

Fig. 18. EMG component properties 2: topography (top left), spectrum (top right),
and time course (bottom center).
Eye Artifacts
Eye artifacts, or EOG (electrooculogram) artifacts, are caused by blinks, horizontal eye
movements, or vertical eye movements. They have various shapes depending on the
movement of the eyes. Blinks are characterized by a high amplitude impulses about one
quarter second long (Fig. 19). Horizontal and vertical eye movements both have
rectangular-like shapes (Fig. 20 and Fig. 21). It is difficult to distinguish between
horizontal and vertical movements since they usually occur simultaneously as a result of
diagonal eye movements. A combination of eye movements and blinks can result in
unpredictable waveform shapes [39]. All EOG artifacts are located in the frontal
channels. On a topographic map, blinks have a single spot centered between the eyes and
are usually combined with vertical eye movements (Fig. 19). Eye movements’
topographies usually have two spots located above the eyes or one spot offset to only one
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eye depending on the type of movement. Horizontal will almost always be two spots
located above each eye (Fig. 20). The spectrum of EOG artifacts is dominated by low
frequencies, below 5 Hz.

Fig. 19. Eye blink component properties: topography (top left), spectrum (top right),
and time course (bottom center).

Fig. 20. Horizontal eye movement component properties: topography (top left),
spectrum (top right), and time course (bottom center).

Fig. 21. Vertical eye movement component properties: topography (top left),
spectrum (top right), and time course (bottom center).
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Movement Artifacts
Movement components, or MOV artifacts, are caused by movement from the
participant. Properties for a movement component are shown in Fig. 22. MOV
components could be the result of shoulder, neck, head, or arm movement. The spectra
for MOV artifacts tend to have higher power in the lower frequencies than those of EMG.
MOV artifact topographies show power distributed in peripheral locations, usually
around the side or back peripheral channels. Sometimes, MOV components can have
similar properties to EMG components, making the two hard to distinguish.

Fig. 22. MOV component properties: topography (top left), spectrum (top right), and
time course (bottom center).
These examples of artifactual components, EOG, EMG, ECG, BAD and MOV
components are the best possible cases, because they are easily identifiable. The selection
of artifactual components is not a simple process. In any given dataset, there are a large
number of components (equal to the number of EEG channels) to identify. Some are very
ambiguous and difficult to label. Identifying artifacts involves viewing the time course of
the components, their topographies, and their spectrum. This entire process can be time
consuming and prone to human error, thus the need for an automated artifactual selection
process.
Previous Artifact Removal Methods
This dissertation addresses four problems with previous artifact removal methods.
First, many existing methods for EEG artifact removal only remove one or two types of
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artifacts. As demonstrated in previous sections, there are numerous types of artifactual
components. Second, artifact removal methods such as wavelet analysis or ICA are nonautomated, i.e. they require manual component or coefficient selection. These nonautomated methods are time-consuming, inconsistent, and prone to human error. Third,
many automated artifact removal methods, such as adaptive filtering or time/frequency
regression, require supplemental signals, such as a measured ECG or EMG signal or even
a simulated signal. Additional signals are not always available or accurate for all
participants. Fourth, artifact removal methods such as removing data, removing
artifactual ICA components, or even wavelet thresholding, can result in losing valuable
signal information. The following sections present common EEG artifact removal
methods. This review will illustrate the capabilities and downfalls of common artifact
removal methods and show how this research addresses the downfalls. The artifact
removal methods are divided into two categories: non-ICA based methods and ICAbased methods.
Non-ICA Based Artifact Removal
Data Removal
The simplest form of EEG artifact removal is the removal of data. This can take two
forms: removal of EEG channels or removal of EEG time segments, or epochs. The
removal of channels consists of identifying bad channels based on looking at the data and
then simply excluding them from data analysis. The removal of epochs is similar. Epochs
of data are excluded from analysis based on manual selection of bad portions of signal.
Numerous disadvantages accompany data removal. First, there is a loss of data.
Removing data can result in missing important signal content contained within the
artifactual portion of the data. Removing epochs of data can decrease the sample size of
trial observations in a study. From a statistical perspective, small sample sizes can lead to
high confidence intervals and large errors. Second, this method leads to inconsistencies in
data removal. It is subjective and relies on the decision of the one who is removing the
data to define what is “bad”. This could change across any given analyst. Important
information can be lost if an inexperienced analyst falsely classifies epochs or channels.
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Third, data removal is not appropriate for all artifacts. Artifacts that repeat continuously
over time cannot be removed in a few epochs or on a single channel. Examples of these
repeating artifacts are ECG artifacts, eye movements, and power line noise. Finally, this
method is very time consuming. If many datasets are involved, it could takes days or
weeks to sift through every portion of data, looking for bad channels or epochs.
Filtering
Artifacts such as line noise and DC drift have very narrow spectra that fortunately, do
not overlap with the EEG spectrum. It easy to remove DC drift with a high pass filter of
about 1 Hz and line noise with a notch filter or low pass filter at 50 or 60 Hz (depending
on the local power frequency). Unfortunately, other artifacts such as eye, muscle, and
ECG, have spectra that overlap with EEG. Filtering with simple high and low pass filters
is an unsuitable technique for these artifacts. Filtering within the EEG spectrum could
remove information on cognitive processes.
An adaptive filter adjusts, or “adapts”, its filtering function based on feedback from an
optimization function that relies on input from an error signal. The optimization function
could be any distance measure between the EEG and the error signal. In the case of EEG,
the error signal would be a measured or simulated signal that represents the desired
artifact for removal. Adaptive filtering can be used for cancellation of eye artifacts, ECG
artifacts, and line noise [40, 41]. The main disadvantage of adaptive filtering is the need
for an artifactual signal for use in calculating the optimization function. A measured
artifactual signal, such as ECG or eye movement, is not always available. Simulated
signals can lead to poor performance if not properly estimated. Another disadvantage is
that the user must specify a filter order and convergence factor. Wrong choices for these
parameters can lead to unstable filters and poor artifact removal [41].
Regression in Time and Frequency Domain
Regression in the time domain is an older method for automatic removal of EEG
artifacts [42]. Regression analysis requires an estimated or measured artifactual signal,
called a regressing channel. A least squares estimation gives the transfer coefficient
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between the regressing channel and the measured EEG. The transfer coefficient describes
how the regressing channel fits the measured EEG. The estimated artifact within the EEG
signal is given by multiplying the transfer coefficients with the regressing channel. A
clean signal is obtained by subtracting the estimated artifact from the EEG signal. When
artifactual signals are combined, such as vertical and horizontal eye movements, they can
create shapes that are not predictable with a single regressing channel. Multiple
regression analysis can alleviate this issue by allowing for the contribution of multiple
regressing channels [43].
Time domain regression can result in overcompensation when an artifactual signal’s
frequency varies over location [44]. In the case of eye artifacts, a single eye movement
measurement will not capture the frequency changes over location on the EEG signal.
Regression in the frequency domain can account for changes in frequency over location
[44]. This method of regression computes the least squares estimate between the Fourier
Transform (FT) of the regressing channels and the FT of the EEG data. The resulting
transfer coefficients are the estimated contributions of the artifact’s spectrum to that of
the EEG spectrum. The estimated artifact spectrum is found through multiplication of the
transfer coefficients with the FT of the regressing channels. A clean signal is obtained
after subtracting the estimated artifact spectrum from the EEG’s spectrum. An inverse FT
is performed to reveal the clean EEG data.
Regression methods of artifact removal require a regressing channel. This could be an
ECG measurement, EMG measurement, or EOG measurement. This can be a problem if
one is not available or is not properly measured to exclude additional artifacts. Multiple
regressing channels are usually needed to represent all of an artifact, such as both
horizontal and vertical eye movements. In addition, most regressing channels can include
EEG signal, such as EOG channels. When the estimated artifact is subtracted from the
EEG signal, valuable cerebral signal can also be subtracted.
Wavelet Analysis
Wavelet analysis is closely related to ICA. It too involves a transformation of data.
Rather than transforming data into independent components, wavelet analysis transforms
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data into time and frequency components of a signal, called detail coefficients [45, 46].
Wavelet denoising starts with the creation of a wavelet family. A wavelet family is a set
of scaled and translated versions of the mother wavelet. A mother wavelet can be any
oscillating function. For example, the sine and cosine waves are mother wavelets for the
Fourier Transform. Wavelet coefficients are produced by correlating the wavelet family
with the original signal [45]. This produces a set of signals that describe how well the
scaled and translated wavelets describe the signal. Wavelets can take any form, including
a waveform that describes a particular EEG artifact. This is useful especially for detecting
eye and ECG artifacts that have a unique shape and can be characterized by a wavelet
[47,48,49]. Wavelets can either be commonly known waveforms, such as the Daubechies
or coiflet wavelets, or they can be customized [45]. In [50], ICA components were used
to design wavelets for decomposition of original data.
Once decomposed into its wavelet coefficients, a signal can be cleaned through
thresholding coefficients that correspond to artifacts and performing an inverse wavelet
transform. Wavelet denoising through thresholding wavelet coefficients can reduce the
amount of data loss compared to removing ICA components or entire sections of data.
Only portions of a coefficient that are highly correlated with the wavelet are removed
from the data.
Artifact removal using wavelet analysis requires many choices: the mother wavelet, the
number of scales, the number of translations, the threshold for artifactual coefficients,
and the choice of the correct coefficient to threshold. All of the mentioned parameters
play an important role in the performance of artifact removal. A wrong decision could
lead to poor performance and an inability to remove artifacts. Unlike ICA, wavelet
coefficients do not represent a single artifact or independent component of the signal.
Cerebral EEG activity and multiple artifacts are commonly mixed into coefficients.
Thresholding coefficients can lead to a loss of cerebral EEG signal that is combined with
artifactual signal.
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ICA-Based Artifact Removal
As discussed in the previous chapter, ICA of EEG data separates the measured data
into basic sources, both cerebral and artifactual. Other methods similar to ICA, such as
correlation unmixing (PCA) and singular value decomposition (SVD), can also separate
the EEG data into components [51,52]. Unmixing based on correlation has been shown to
better separate EMG components from EEG data compared to ICA’s maximization of
non-gaussianity [52]. For this discussion we will focus on methods using ICA. Aside
from selecting an appropriate ICA algorithm to apply to EEG data, data separation is
automated and does not require much effort on the user’s part. After component
separation, two questions are left unanswered. First, how does one distinguish artifacts
from non-artifacts? ICA components are unordered and unlabeled. It is up to the user to
label the artifacts. Second, what should one do with the artifactual components assuming
they have been properly labeled? Equation 1.3 showed that EEG data could be cleaned by
multiplying the inverse of the mixing matrix, W, with cleaned components, yclean. The
second question relates to how the components are cleaned. The answers to these two
questions will be addressed in the following sections.
Selection of Artifactual Components
The use of ICA for removal of artifacts in EEG data was first introduced in [36]. The
initial methodology was to visually inspect each ICA component and manually classify
artifactual components. This technique is undesirable for two major reasons. First, it is
time consuming to visually inspect every component. This is not acceptable for clinical
applications where time is expensive. Second, it requires subjective human decisions as
to which components should be classified as artifacts. This leads to inconsistency across
studies and possible wrong decisions from inexperienced users.
Semi-automatic and automatic artifact removal methods can eliminate the subjective
decision of which components to remove. Several attempts have been made at
automating the selection process, each with completely different strategies. In [53], they
selected components that best correlated with an EOG reference. This method required a
reference channel and the choice of a threshold for correlations. A simple selection
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method is to classify components that meet a specified threshold based on measurements
such as kurtosis, entropy, or PSD [54,55,56,57,58]. In the case of [58], the researchers
found the optimal features of the ICA components to measure in order to classify the
components. In [59], the authors incorporated a wavelet decomposition of the EEG signal
to compare to ICA components. In all of the mentioned automated methods, artifacts are
classified based on thresholding a value measured from the components. The thresholds
must be determined by the user. Wrong decisions of thresholds can lead to
misclassifications. The user must know how the threshold affects classification in order
to select an optimal value. Since properties of EEG data change across EEG systems,
users must adjust thresholds for their specific data.
Supervised learning is a category of pattern recognition algorithms that can divide data
into groups, or classes, based on a training set. The training set teaches the learning
algorithm how to separate the data by creating a classifier function. In this way,
supervised learning automatically creates a threshold for classifying data. In the case of
ICA, the training set contains features for each component. The features can be
measurements taken from the components, such as kurtosis, entropy, spectrum, or even
wavelet coefficients [60,61,62]. Supervised learning algorithms have been used to
classify components, but require training samples that researchers must provide.
Researchers often have different EEG systems all with different settings and capabilities.
This means that researchers must provide training sets for their own personalized systems
when using the supervised learning methods. Creating a training set involves labeling
components, which brings with it all the disadvantages for manual labeling of
components. The performance of artifact removal relies heavily upon the training sets.
An incorrectly labeled training set can result in either loss of important EEG signal or
poor artifact removal.
Creation of the “Clean” Components
According to (3), clean EEG data are obtained by multiplying the inverse of the mixing
matrix, W, with cleaned components, yclean. Each row of the component matrix, y,
corresponds to an ICA component. Assuming the artifactual components have been
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labeled, the “cleaned” component matrix, yclean, can be created in several ways. The
simplest solution is to set the artifactual components equal to zero [36,53]. This solution
will completely remove the artifactual components from the EEG data. Unfortunately,
ICA cannot perfectly separate artifacts from signal. Cerebral signal can still exist within
an artifactual component. Completely removing an ICA component can subtract real
signal along with artifacts from your data [4,5].
Researchers have creatively combined ICA and wavelet analysis to minimize the loss
of information when removing artifacts. Every possible combination of ICA and wavelet
analysis has been performed. Wavelet denoising followed by ICA denoising is one such
combination [63]. ICA has been performed on wavelet coefficients of EEG data [4,5]. In
[4], wavelet coefficients were first cleaned by removing their artifactual ICA
components. The final clean EEG data was reconstructed by performing an inverse
wavelet transform. Wavelet decomposition has also been performed on ICA components
of EEG data [64,65,66]. This method allows for thresholding wavelet coefficients of the
ICA components instead of removing whole ICA components.
In Chapter 5, component spectra are compared for two scenarios: setting the artifactual
components to zero and cleaning the artifactual components with a wavelet denoising.
The results of the comparison demonstrate the benefit of cleaning components as opposed
to setting them equal to zero.
Comparison of EEG Artifact Detection Methods
In order to compare the strengths and weaknesses of different artifact removal
methods, a summary table (Table II) is given below and includes four categories for
comparison. The first category, "Limited artifacts", indicates methods that only remove
one or two types of artifactual components, as opposed to any artifactual components.
The second category, "Non-Automated", indicates methods that require intensive human
interaction. The third category, "Supplemental Signal", indicates what types of
supplemental signals are required by the various methods. The final category, "Loss of
data", indicates methods that can result in a significant amount of cerebral data loss.
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While this is a very subjective ranking, it provides the reader with a comparison between
methods. Table II also summarizes the proposed solutions for each of the four categories.
Table II. Comparison of EEG Artifact Detection Methods
Method

Limited artifacts

Data Removal
Filtering
Adaptive filtering
Time/frequency regression
Wavelet Analysis
ICA: manual component selection
ICA: component selection through
thresholding or correlation with a
reference signal
ICA: component selection through
supervised learning

X
X
X
X
X

Solutions

Non-Automated
(Inconsistent)
X

X
X

Supplemental Signal

Loss of data
X

Error signal
Regressing channel
wavelet

X
X
X

Clustering detects
all artifacts

Clustering is an
automated process

Training set

X

Clustering does not
require a training set

Cleaning
components reduces
amount of data loss

A reasonable solution is to combine the best of each method into one algorithm. The
use of unsupervised learning for ICA component classification can achieve this goal.
There have been few, if any, attempts made to classify ICA components using
unsupervised learning algorithms. Unsupervised learning, or clustering, classifies data
based on minimization of a distance measure, such as sum of squares. The distance
measure calculates similarity between features of data. Similar to supervised learning, the
features can be any measurement taken from the components. There is no need for a
training set in unsupervised learning.
Unfortunately, clustering does not produce labeled clusters of data. Instead, it simply
groups similar data. This spawns the need for classifying the clusters based on their
properties using threshold methods. The advantage of using clustering over thresholding
individual components is the reduced dependency on the threshold. The thresholding of
individual components creates a single threshold that could prevent detection of a single
component that just barely falls under or over the threshold. This method is much more
sensitive to the threshold. Clusters of components create average properties which better
separate artifacts from non-artifacts. The single artifactual component that might not meet
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a threshold is now included with a group of artifacts and will be averaged into the
artifactual group.
The optimal method of artifact removal depends on the method of artifact detection.
For example, if wavelet analysis is the chosen method for artifact detection, then the
artifacts must be removed through the wavelet coefficients. This can be optimized
through the coefficient threshold, or more creative techniques such as decomposing the
coefficients into independent components. If ICA is the chosen method, artifact removal
is accomplished through cleaning the independent components. Methods for cleaning
components very widely across studies and can be optimized for a specific artifact.
Proposed Method
In this dissertation, a new method for EEG artifact detection and removal was
investigated, using clustering. EEG data were decomposed into ICA components. The
components were clustered and an outlier criterion was used to distinguish artifactual
clusters from non-artifactual clusters. Two clustering techniques were compared: kmeans and Isodata. Components were cleaned to reduce data loss. The entire artifact
detection and removal method is completed in eight steps, described in Chapter 4.
This dissertation presents results obtained from EGI EEG data. In order to generalize
this method to EEG data acquired from other systems, further testing needs to be
completed. Also, this method is only verified for selecting components identified by one
expert, adding bias into the system. Further experts need to be consulted to remove bias
from component selection.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODS
The artifact removal method developed in this dissertation, Automated Bad Epoch and
Artifact Removal (ABEAR), consists of eight major steps, illustrated in Fig. 23. The
initial input is one or more epoched EEG datasets that have artifacts and the output is the
same EEG datasets with artifacts removed. For each dataset, the first step is to perform
ICA decomposition on the input EEG data if components are not already computed.
Following the initial ICA step, bad epochs are automatically removed based on their
variance and spectrum. Once bad epochs are removed, components are recomputed using
ICA. Several features are computed for the ICA components. Those features are used in
the following step for clustering. After components have been clustered, clusters are
labeled as either artifactual or non-artifactual using an outlier criterion computed from a
set of 1-dimensional features. Components within artifactual clusters are cleaned. The
EEG is then reconstructed using the cleaned components.

Fig. 23. The steps of ABEAR.
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Two clustering methods are discussed in this chapter: k-means and Isodata. The two
techniques were considered for use in ABEAR, but only one was selected. Chapter 6 will
provide results obtained from testing both methods, and Chapter 7 will discuss the choice
of clustering algorithm. Several component features are also described in this chapter.
Not all were used in the final version of ABEAR. The results in Chapter 5 will also
explain the selection of features.
Independent Component Analysis
The ABEAR algorithm was designed to operate on independent components of EEG
data as derived from ICA, as opposed to operating on the EEG channel data sets. The first
step of the process is the computation of the independent components using Infomax
ICA. The input to the ICA step is an epoched EEG data matrix, x, of size nchan x lx
nepoch, where nchan is the number of EEG channels, l is the length of the data’s epochs,
or number of sampling points per epoch, and nepoch is the number of EEG epochs. The
input dataset is epoched in order to perform the second step of the algorithm: bad epoch
removal. This is further explained in the section “Bad Epoch Removal.” It has also been
shown that performing ICA on short epochs can aide in the separation of artifacts by
capturing spatially coherent activations of artifacts [67]. EEGLab provides an interface
for epoching datasets.
The function pop_runica, provided by EEGLab, is used to perform ICA on the input
data. The output from pop_runica does not provide the actual components. Instead, it
outputs the weight matrix, W, of size ncomp x nchan and the sphering matrix, S, of size
nchan x nchan. The weight matrix describes how the components are distributed over the
EEG channels. Prior to performing ICA, the Infomax algorithm whitens the EEG data,
losing information about its amplitude. The sphering matrix retains the information about
the data’s amplitude. The components, y, can easily be constructed using (4). In (4), x is
resized to nchan x L, where L is the total length of the data (l*nepoch).
(4)
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The resulting components are of size ncomp x L, where ncomp is the number of
independent components and L is the same length as the original data. The number of
components for ICA to compute is specified as the number of channels (ncomp=nchan).
Bad Epoch Removal
Prior to computing component features and classifying components, "bad" epochs were
selected for removal and then ICA was recomputed on the dataset. Removing bad epochs
improves the separation of signal through ICA and makes selection of artifactual
components easier. Bad epochs are portions of the data that contain large amounts of
artifacts across all components. When artifacts are present across a large amount of
components at an instant in time, it is impossible to clean that portion of data using
component removal. Examples of bad epochs are shown in Fig. 24. Each horizontal
signal in Fig. 24 is an ICA component. The highlighted epochs are the bad epochs. Note
their variation in magnitude and shape from surrounding epochs.

Fig. 24. Examples of bad epochs.
The flow chart in Fig. 25 shows the steps involved in selecting bad epochs for a single
dataset. Measurements used to classify bad epochs are the variance and the spectrum of
an epoch’s components. For every component within an epoch, the variance is computed
using MATLAB’s var function and the spectrum is computed between 0.5 and 50 Hz
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using MATLAB’s pwelch function. The mean spectrum, Savg, and mean variance, Vavg,
across all epochs for a given component, i, are determined by (5)-(6).
, i=1..ncomp

(5)

, i=1..ncomp

(6)

The mean spectrum and variance are used to calculate the spectrum error, dS, and
variance error, dV, between components’ epochs. These two values are given by (7)-(8).
These describe how different a component, i, within epoch, j, is to the average of
component, i, across all epochs. Within each epoch, a component is labeled as bad if dS
or dV are greater than the threshold, Error. An epoch is determined as bad if it contains
more bad components than the threshold, perbad*ncomp.
(7)
(8)
Bad epochs distort the true average variance and spectrum across epochs. To account
for this distortion, the bad epoch selection process is repeated with adjusted means that
exclude the previously marked bad epochs. Equations (5)-(6) are recomputed for all i, but
only averaged across j that are not bad epochs. Then, (7)-(8) are recomputed with the
adjusted means, Savg and Vavg.
To summarize the bad epoch removal process used in this dissertation, if a significant
number of components within an epoch have a percent error in variance or spectrum
greater than a specified threshold, they are labeled as bad epochs. The values for Error
and perbad were selected based on optimum precision and recall rates, discussed further
in Chapter 5.
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Fig. 25. Bad epoch selection process
Following bad epoch removal, ICA is rerun on the EEG data. This will recompute an
entirely new set of components. While some may be similar to the original components,
there may also be some very different components produced. These new components will
be the input to the component features step.
Component Features
Component features were used to cluster components into artifactual and nonartifactual components. The features described in this section were calculated from the
components, but not for each epoch. This section of the dissertation will describe the
features that were evaluated, while Chapter 6 outlines the comparison of classification
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rates obtained from each feature and the selection of the best features for each artifact
type.
Component Topographies
The component topographies describe the power distribution over the EEG channels.
When mapped onto the scalp, they present a spatial map like those in Fig. 13-Fig. 22.
Each artifactual component presents a unique topography. This makes them a good
candidate for classification.
The independent components are computed by (4) where W is the weight matrix. The
inverse of W is called the mixing matrix and assigns weights to the channels based on
where an independent component is spatially distributed. The topography computed by
taking the inverse of the ICA weight matrix, W-1. This weight matrix is an output from
the ICA function, pop_runica. The final topography feature has size ncomp x nchan. This
makes it a multi-dimensional feature, with dimension nchan.
Auto-Correlation
The autocorrelation of a set of data explains the repeatability of the data. It is the crosscorrelation of a signal with itself. EMG artifacts can resemble white noise, and thus have
a low auto-correlation with the exception of a large spike at k=0 [38]. For this reason,
auto-correlation was selected as a possible feature for classifying EMG artifactual
components.
Autocorrelation is given by the (9), where X is a discrete signal with n observations
(X=X1, X2...Xn) and R(k) is the autocorrelation at time k, where k<n.
(9)
MATLAB’s function, xcorr, computes autocorrelation of a signal. By giving the
function the option, ‘coeff’, one can normalize the autocorrelation to resemble (9). The
final feature matrix has size ncomp x time. This feature is also a multi-dimensional
feature with a dimension of time, where time represents half the length of the autocorrelation vector, R.
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Spectrum
The frequency spectrum of components gives the distribution of power over
frequencies ranging from zero to half of the sampling rate. Fig. 13-Fig. 22 showed the
spectrum for each type of artifact. EOG artifacts had higher power distributed in the
lower frequencies while EMG artifacts had higher power distributed evenly across
frequencies. The spectrum is commonly used to identify artifacts manually due to its
characteristic shape for each artifact. This makes the spectrum a possibility for a
classifier.
The spectrum can easily be calculated using MATLAB's pwelch function. This
function uses Welch's method to compute the power spectral density estimate. Welch's
method works by segmenting the signal into overlapping sections and windowing each
section. Overlapped segments reduce loss of data due to windowing. The discrete Fourier
transform is computed for each window and all windows are averaged. By default, the
pwelch function averages the signal's spectrum over 8 sliding windows. The options were
adjusted to make the window size the length of each epoch, with 50% overlap. The
sampling rate was specified as the sampling rate of the EEG data. Only the spectrum
between 0.5 and 50 Hz was kept for the feature. The final feature matrix has size ncomp x
npts, where npts is the number of frequency points used between 0.5 and 50 Hz.
Wavelet Decomposition
Wavelet decomposition can describe both temporal and frequency information about a
signal. Wavelet decomposition can also detect when the shape of data resembles a
member of a wavelet tree. Selecting mother wavelets that resemble an artifactual
waveform can assist in classifying components [45]. Wavelets such as the coiflet3 and
symlet3 are often used to detect eye blinks [47,48]. ECG artifacts are often detected
through the use of coiflet-1, daubauchies-2, symlet3 and symlet-8 wavelets [49].
Wavelets can even be customized to match a desired shape using flexible wavelets such
as the Meyer wavelet [45].
Wavelet decomposition is achieved through the discrete wavelet transform (DWT).
The DWT scales and shifts the mother wavelet along the original signal. The scaled and
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shifted versions of the mother wavelet are correlated to the original signal to produce
wavelet coefficients. This is nothing more than a convolution between the original signal
and scaled versions of the mother wavelet. Equation (10) describes the DWT, where h is
a filtering function defined by a scaled version of the mother wavelet [68]. The level of
decomposition describes the number of convolutions that are performed and the number
of times the mother wavelet is scaled.
(10)
Two wavelet mothers were used to create wavelet coefficients. The first wavelet was
sym3, a member of the symlet wavelet family. A plot of the sym3 wavelet is given in Fig.
26. This wavelet resembles a blink waveform.

Fig. 26. Symlet 3 mother wavelet.
The second wavelet was rbio1.5, a member of the reverse biorthogonal wavelet family.
These wavelets have a shape similar to a square wave which can resemble eye
movements. A plot of the rbio1.5 wavelet is given in Fig. 27.

Fig. 27. Rbio 1.5 mother wavelet.
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The components were decomposed to level 4 using the two types of wavelets. Both the
approximate and first detail coefficients were retained as features. The MATLAB
function, wavedec, was used to decompose the components.
1-Dimensional Features
A final feature was constructed from 8 1-dimensional features to create a single 8dimensional feature. The 1-dimensional features were selected because they characterize
properties commonly used to identify artifactual components manually [62]. The features,
in order, are topography histogram, spectrum fit 1, spectrum fit 2, frontal location score,
peripheral location score, average auto-correlation, Lorentz threshold, and sym3
repeatability. The 8-dimensional feature is normalized by its maximum value. The 1dimensional features are described below.
The histogram of each component's topography gives information about the
distribution of components over the scalp. The first number in the histogram's array
corresponds to the number of channels that has the least amount of weighting for a
particular component. If this number is large, then the component is very localized to one
particular channel.
The spectra in Fig. 13-Fig. 22 follow a pattern for each component. For EOG
components, the spectrum slopes downward from the lower frequencies. For EMG
components, the spectrum is fairly flat, or even slightly curves upward from lower
frequencies. These observations describe the shape of the spectra. Mathematically, the
shape of spectrum can be obtained by fitting it to a second order polynomial, S, using
MATLAB's polyfit function. The polyfit function gives the three coefficients of each
term of the polynomial, C1, C2, and C3, shown in (11).
S = C1x2+C2x+C3

(11)

The first coefficient, C1, describes the concavity of the spectrum while the second
coefficient, C2, describes how the concavity changes, or opens. The concavity of a
spectrum is useful for identifying EOG or EMG artifacts. For EOG artifacts, the
concavity is very large, as the spectrum resembles a natural log curve. For EMG artifacts,
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the concavity is negative as opposed to all other components. The slope of EOG and
EMG spectra are also extreme compared to other components. EOG spectra tend to have
a very negative slope while EMG spectra have a positive slope. Only the first and second
coefficients are kept as features, spectrum fit 1 and spectrum fit 2.
A further reduction of topographies was done to give scores based on if a component
had its strongest weighting towards the frontal channels or peripheral channels. The
following describes how scores were created.
For the frontal location scores, a frontal location array was created to label frontal
channels with a 1 and all others with a 0. Frontal channels were specified as being within
-55 to 55 degrees from center (the nose) and having a radius greater than 0.4 from center
(Cz). This range was chosen as most EOG artifacts are typically located in these
channels. The corresponding channels are shown in Fig. 28. The values from the frontal
location array for each channel in the topography feature with a value greater than 0.4
were averaged to create the frontal location score. This number represents the fraction of
channels with relative power greater than 40% of the maximum relative power that are
located in the frontal channels.

Fig. 28. Frontal EEG channel locations.
For the peripheral location scores, an array was created to label peripheral channels
with a 1 and all others with 0. Peripheral channels were specified as having a radius
greater than 0.45 from center (Cz). The corresponding channels are shown in Fig. 29.
Similar to the frontal location score, the values from the peripheral location array for each
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channel in the topography feature with a value greater than .4 were averaged to create the
peripheral location score. This number represents the fraction of channels with relative
power greater than 40% of the maximum relative power that are located in the peripheral
channels.

Fig. 29. Peripheral EEG channel locations.
The average auto-correlation feature was simply the mean value of the auto-correlation
feature.
The Lorentz threshold has been used as a wavelet coefficient threshold for despiking a
signal [69]. It describes the amount of energy within a signal. Equation (12) gives the
formula for computing the Lorentz threshold. The signal, C, used for computing the
threshold, is the approximate wavelet coefficient for the sym3 wavelet. The value for L
represents the amount of energy described by the sym3 mother wavelet. This value is
highest for ECG and EOG components.
(12)
The sym3 repeatability is computed as the number of values within the same
approximation coefficient, C, that are above 2*L. The sym3 repeatability is an estimate of
the number of spikes within the approximation coefficient.
Clustering
Pattern recognition can be grouped into supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised
learning. Every form of learning has the goal of classifying data based on measured
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features from the data. Supervised and semi-supervised learning require training sets, or
labeled features, that can aide in creating a classification scheme. One of the goals of this
research is to eliminate the need for a training set by using an unsupervised learning
algorithm to classify components. Unsupervised learning, or clustering, discovers
patterns within data features and groups the data in a “sensible” manner [70].
Unsupervised learning is performed through clustering. There are two categories for
types of clusters: fuzzy clusters and hard clusters. Fuzzy clusters allow data features to
belong to more than one cluster and hard clusters only allow each feature to belong to one
cluster. The definition of clustering varies widely across authors, but the definition and
notation used in this discussion is compatible with [70]. Let our components, y, be
defined by the calculated feature vectors,

, such as the ones

defined in this chapter.
The definition for hard clustering is as follows. An m-clustering of f is the partition of f
into m sets, or clusters, C1, C2 …Cm, so that the following conditions in (13-15) are met.
(13)
(14)
(15)
The feature vectors contained in a cluster are “more similar” to each other and “less
similar” to the feature vectors in other clusters. The measure of similarity is determined
by the clustering algorithm and the goal geometry of the clusters.
The definition for fuzzy clustering is as follows. A fuzzy clustering of f into m clusters
is described by m membership functions, uj, that range from 0 to 1, and have the
properties described in (16)-(17).
(16)
(17)
Values of membership close to 1 signify a high degree of belonging to a cluster and
vice versa. Fuzzy clustering can be generalized to hard clustering by allowing
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membership functions to only take the values of 0 or 1. In this way, each feature vector
only belongs to one cluster exclusively.
Two clustering algorithms are considered for use in ABEAR, both hard clustering
methods. Hard clustering is chosen since our final goal is to place each component into
only one cluster for final classification. The first method is k-means, a very simple and
popular clustering method. The second method is and modified version of Isodata. The
modified Isodata is a combination of the traditional Isodata and fuzzy clustering. Results
from both methods are given in Chapter 5.
K-Means
A subset of clustering algorithms uses a cost function, J, to evaluate the “sensibility” of
the clustering. Optimizing J results in the best clusters. K-means is an optimization
clustering algorithm. The cost function used by k-means is given by (18), where θj is the
jth cluster’s center and fi is the ith component’s feature vector. In this case, θj is the
average of the feature vectors within the jth cluster.
(18)
The cost function, J, is optimized when we assign each feature vector to the closest
cluster center, given by (19). The distance between a feature vector and a cluster center is
given by the squared Euclidean distance. The distance measure results in clusters that are
as compact as possible.
(19)
K-means begins by assigning m initial cluster centers. There are many options for how
to initially assign cluster centers. In this work, the maximum and minimum of each
dimension of the feature vectors is used to find the spread across all dimensions. Initial
cluster centers are evenly dispersed among the spread of the feature vectors, given by
(20). A random assignment for cluster centers could result in different clustering
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outcomes for every repetition of k-means. The choice for this initial cluster assignment is
to guarantee repeatable results.
(20)
All feature vectors are then assigned to their nearest cluster center according to the
squared Euclidean distance. After assignments are made, each cluster’s center is updated
to be the average of all the feature vectors within that cluster. Starting with assigning
feature vectors to the nearest cluster, this process is repeated until the number of
repetitions is equal to the maximum number of repetitions specified or until the change in
θj’s between repetitions is less than a specified threshold. The algorithm for k-means is
provided by MATLAB using the function, kmeans.
K-means is very computationally simple and fast, specifically O(ncomp*m*nrep),
where nrep is the number of repetitions. It has been used in a number of clustering
applications with a large amount of data or high dimensional feature vectors (references).
Despite its speed, k-means has a few disadvantages due to its extreme simplicity. First,
the initial assignment for cluster centers can lead to different clustering results if
randomly assigned. As mentioned previously, this disadvantage can be overcome through
initial assignments that depend on the feature vectors. Second, k-means is very sensitive
to outliers and noise in the data. Outliers are simply assigned to the nearest cluster center
and can skew the average of that cluster center. Some clustering methods use an
alternative representation for clusters. For example, k-medioids represents clusters by a
single feature vector within the cluster [70]. Finally, the user must specify the number of
clusters, m. This requires guesswork and could result in poor clustering if the correct
value for m is not chosen. The clustering algorithm, Isodata, provides a solution to this
disadvantage.
Isodata
ISODATA is an expansion of the k-means algorithm. Unlike k-means, the ISODATA
algorithm finds the optimal number of clusters within a dataset depending on user
specifications [71]. The number of clusters is adjusted by splitting and merging clusters.
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Splitting of clusters occurs when their standard deviation is greater than a user specified
threshold, stdmax. Merging of clusters occurs when two clusters are separated by distance
greater than a user specified threshold, dcmin. On top of those two specified thresholds,
other user inputs are the maximum number of clusters to merge, the minimum number of
members per cluster, the initial number of clusters, and the maximum number of
iterations. Table III lists all of these input parameters to Isodata.
Table III. ISODATA Input Parameters
Input Parameter
cmax
dcmin
nrep
mmin
stdmax
m

Definition
Max # of clusters to merge
Min distance between centers
Max # iterations
Min # members per cluster
Max cluster spread
Initial # clusters

Isodata can optimize the number of clusters, but there are too many input parameters
and it relies too heavily upon the structure of the input data. The values for dcmin and
stdmax are dependent on the feature vectors that are being clustered. It can be very time
consuming to adjust these two thresholds for optimum clustering for every input dataset.
A method has been proposed to eliminate the need for dcmin and stdmax by splitting and
merging clusters based on membership functions, uij [72]. Similar to the modified Isodata
by [72], the Isodata created for clustering components in this paper uses membership
functions identical to those used in fuzzy clustering for splitting and merging clusters.
The membership function is given in (21) [70]. In the membership function, q is called
the fuzzifier, where q>1. The fuzzifier describes the “fuzzyness” of the clustering. If q is
equal to one, then the fuzzy clustering becomes hard clustering. The size of q describes
the degree to which feature vectors can belong to multiple clusters.
(21)

The steps of Isodata are given in the following list. The code for this algorithm and its
verification through clustering random data and iris data can be seen in Appendix B.
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Step 1. Create m cluster centers and set nclus=m
Step 2. Assign feature vectors to clusters corresponding to
Step 3. Eliminate clusters with less than mmin members
Step 4. Recalculate cluster centers to be center of cluster members
Update the number of clusters, nclus
If clusters were eliminated return to step 2, else go to step 5
Step 5. Compute memberships of each cluster using (21).
Compute average cluster membership using (22)
(22)
Step 6. Split clusters if

AND if

>2*(mmin+1) OR N<=m/2

(Clusters are split along their dimension with the largest standard deviation)
Update the number of clusters, m
If clusters were split return to step 2, else go to step 7
Step 7. Compute memberships of each cluster using (21)
For each feature vector, find the two largest memberships and temporarily assign
the feature vectors to the corresponding clusters
Step 8. Merge two clusters if 20% of the larger cluster’s feature vectors are also in the
smaller cluster, only merge each cluster once
Update the number of clusters, m
If nrep<imax, update number of iterations, nrep=nrep+1, and return to step 2,
else end
The algorithm for Isodata is more complicated than k-means and requires much more
computational time, especially for high dimensional data. However, the number of
components that need to be classified is usually not more than 100. This small amount of
data reduces the computation time and makes Isodata a candidate for classifying
components. Both the modified Isodata and k-means are compared for classification of
components in Chapter 5.
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Labeling Clusters
K-means and Isodata can divide the data into clusters, but the clusters are unlabeled.
The clustering algorithm cannot tell you which clusters contain artifactual components.
The 1-dimensional features presented in the Component Features section can provide
insight into which clusters are artifactual. Artifactual components have outlying 1dimensional features, as can be seen in Chapter 3. The cluster labeling step distinguishes
the artifactual clusters from non-artifactual clusters using an outlier criterion computed
using the 1-dimensional features.
Within each cluster, the 1-dimensional features are averaged across all members of that
cluster. The percent difference of each cluster's average 1-D features, fi, is computed
using Chauvenet's Criterion, given by (23).
(23)
If the percent difference of a cluster is greater than a specified threshold, then the
cluster is labeled as artifactual. This threshold is adjustable and objective. The degree to
which it affects component labeling will be explored in the results section. This method
of artifact detection is a form of outlier detection. It determines which clusters are outliers
from all others.
Component Cleaning
After artifactual components are identified through clustering and classifying clusters,
the components within each artifactual cluster are cleaned. Cleaning components
prevents entire component removal which can result in a loss of EEG data. A simulated
EEG dataset will demonstrate the value of cleaning versus removal of components in
Chapter 5. All components are cleaned in the same manner, regardless of what type of
artifact they contain. Cleaning involves two steps: despiking and denoising.
Despiking
Despiking is a method of removing large peaks within the signal such as ECG spikes
and blinks. One method of despiking is wavelet thresholding [69,73]. Despiking through
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wavelet thresholding consists of decomposing a signal into wavelet coefficients and
setting coefficients above a threshold to zero. The choice of a suitable mother wavelet
can significantly emphasize spikes in EEG data, making the localization of spikes easier.
Many mother wavelets are appropriate for ECG and EOG detection including, but not
limited to, the db2, db4, haar, sym3, sym8, and coif1 [74, 75, 47, 49]. A sym3 wavelet
will be used to despike the wavelet coefficient. Fig. 30 gives an example of a sym3
wavelet approximation coefficient for an ECG component with an applied threshold.

Fig. 30. Example of despiking.
The authors of [73] discuss many different thresholds that could be applied to EEG
data for despiking, such as an acceleration threshold, Universal threshold, and Lorentz
thresholds. These thresholds are dependent upon the number of samples in the data and
an experimentally determined threshold. Other papers provide thresholds dependent upon
the shape and values of the signal [47, 74, 75, 76]. In [47], the authors propose a
threshold based on the mean and standard deviation of the data. Very large spikes or
multiple spikes can bias the standard deviation. A median absolute deviation lowers the
threshold compared to standard deviation, reducing the bias created by large or multiple
spikes [77]. Several papers provide a variation of a median absolute value threshold [74,
75, 76]. Equation (24) shows the threshold chosen for despiking [74, 75], where MAD is
the median absolute deviation of the wavelet coefficient, x. Dividing by 0.6745 scales the
threshold by the standard deviation for Gaussian white noise [76].
(24)
In this research, each artifactual component is despiked by segmenting component
signals into overlapping windows with lengths of 1 second and with an overlap of 0.5
seconds. Windows are overlapped to avoid edge effects when despiking. Each window is
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decomposed using a sym3 wavelet at level 4. A threshold is computed for each wavelet
coefficient using (24). All values within the coefficients that exceed their respective
threshold are replaced with a cubic interpolation. This process is repeated for each
window until there are no more values exceeding the threshold. The original window
signal is reconstructed using the despiked coefficients. Once all windows are despiked,
the component is denoised.
Denoising
Denoising is performed using a wavelet technique similar to despiking. Denoising
through wavelet thresholding consists of decomposing a signal into wavelet coefficients
and setting coefficients below a threshold to zero. Similar to the despiking technique, the
signal is segmented into overlapping windows before decomposing them into wavelet
coefficients. For each wavelet coefficient, MATLAB’s wthresh interpolates all values
below a user determined threshold using soft thresholding. Common mother wavelets
used for denoising EEG data are orthogonal Meyer, Daubechies, and higher order haar
wavelets [5, 63, 64, 66, 76, 78]. A db8 mother wavelet will be used for denoising. Fig. 31
gives an example of a db8 wavelet approximation coefficient for an EMG component
with an applied threshold.

Fig. 31. Example of denoising.
The threshold, in (25), is determined from the median absolute value divided by the
standard deviation for Gaussian white noise [76, 78].
(25)
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CHAPTER 5
EEG DATA
This project utilized two types of EEG datasets to evaluate the performance of ABEAR
in effectively removing artifacts: a set of actual recorded EEG data, and a simulated data
set. A recorded dataset provides measurements of real artifacts; however, it is difficult to
evaluate the algorithm performance due to the subjective nature of manually labeling
components. A simulated dataset provides known mixtures of components; however,
simulated data do not provide identical features to compare to a real dataset. A simulated
dataset will be used to evaluate the benefit of cleaning components compared to
removing components. The creation of both testing datasets is described in this chapter
along with a comparison of their features.
Recorded Data
In a previous study, described in Part 2, EEG data was acquired from 62 participants
during a Ravens task [3]. The session lasted about 10 minutes for each participant and
consisted of 42 tasks. During the task, participants responded to multiple choice questions
using a four-button keypad. Tasks were epoched for 6 seconds. In other words, starting
at the beginning of a task, six seconds were kept as an epoch for that task. After
epoching, the final data consisted of 62 epoched datasets with 42 six-second epochs. All
62 datasets were filtered with a 3 Hz high-pass filter and a 50 Hz low-pass filter. After
filtering, a copy of the datasets was saved for artifact removal with ABEAR. The other
copy was cleaned manually. The manual cleaning occurs within EEGLab toolbox [3].
EEGLab provides tools for plotting components and their properties as well as running
ICA.
The process for manual cleaning begins with bad epoch removal. First, ICA is run on
each dataset to produce 65 components, equal to the number of channels. Each dataset is
then reviewed to remove bad epochs. Bad epochs are chosen similar to the automated
method of ABEAR. If a significant number of components within an epoch appear to be
different in amplitude, frequency, or shape than components of other epochs, they are
labeled as bad epochs. A “significant” amount is at or above 20% of the components. Bad
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epochs are inspected using EEGLab’s option to plot components. This selection has
nothing to do with measurement of amplitude, frequency, or shape. It is only based on
visual information. After bad epochs are selected and removed, ICA is again run on each
dataset to produce 65 components.
The next step of manual cleaning is the removal of bad components. Bad components
are selected using three forms of information: time course, spectrum, and topography.
The spectrum and topography of each component can be plotted using EEGLab’s “plot
component properties” tool. The ECG component is most easily identified through its
time course and topography. The time course has a repeating spike about once per
second. The topography has an identifiable bipolar pattern. The BAD artifacts are best
identified by their topography. The topography usually has a single spot on it at the
location of a channel. The EMG components are slightly trickier to identify. They have a
very noisy appearance in the time course, but it can be very low amplitude and hard to
detect visually. They have a uniform spectrum which can be easily identified. Their
topography can also aide in identification. It usually has most of the power distributed in
the peripheral channels. The EOG artifact is the hardest to identify. It is usually spread
among many components at varying degrees. The topography is usually strongest in the
frontal channels, but can include other locations that make it difficult to identify.
Artifacts are labeled if they exhibit any of the listed characteristics. Once artifacts are
identified, they are removed.
The process for cleaning components manually is a very subjective process. Although
care is taken to make consistent decisions, labeling bad epochs and bad components can
result in incorrect labels. To put it in perspective, there are 62 datasets, each with 65
components. That results in 4,030 components that must be labeled manually. It is nearly
impossible and extremely time consuming to ensure each one is labeled properly. There
will almost always be incorrectly labeled components and epochs. It is important to keep
this in mind when reviewing the results section in Chapter 5. During cleaning, the bad
epochs and artifactual components were noted in a list for every dataset. The artifactual
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components were labeled as EOG, ECG, EMG, or BAD. The list of epochs and
components is used to compare to automatic removal in Chapter 5.
Simulated Data
The purpose of creating a simulated EEG dataset is not to invent a novel method for
simulating EEG data. The simulated EEG dataset creates known components that
resemble true artifactual components for purposes of testing ABEAR’s component
cleaning. The selection of a simulated EEG dataset needs to reflect its purpose. Since the
purpose of a simulated dataset is to compare removing components to cleaning
components, it is necessary to have components that resemble artifacts commonly found
in EEG data. A review of existing methods for creating simulated EEG data will be
presented, followed by a discussion of the chosen method for producing simulated data.
The first category of simulated EEG data is non-artifactual data. Several methods have
been proposed for simulated background, or cerebral, EEG signals. Simulated EEG data
can be created to resemble event related potentials (ERPs) [79,80,81]. In [79,80], the
authors propose two methods based on two theories of ERP: classical and phaseresetting. In [81], the authors mixed a simulated P300 ERP with ongoing measured EEG
signal plus estimated noise. ERP-related simulation of EEG data assumes that brain
activity and related artifacts occur at the onset of a stimulus. A much simpler form of
simulating cerebral EEG signal is to create varying frequencies of sin waves and mix
them using a mixing matrix [82,51]. In [82], the authors created a simulated EEG dataset
to test temporally constrained ICA for use in artifact rejection. Their simulated data did
not resemble true EEG data in shape or spectrum. They simply wanted to test the
separation of sources by location. Their data was created by mixing arbitrary waveforms
across electrode locations using a randomly created mixing matrix. Artificial neural
networks (ANNs) were used in [83] to train an EEG simulator. EEG data was fed into the
neural network and the statistical properties of the EEG were used in training the
simulator. The goal of using ANN’s was to replicate the statistical properties of
background EEG. This process requires a sample dataset.
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The second category of simulated EEG data is artifactual data. The ECG waveform has
a very distinct shape that makes it easy to simulate. Studies have used a model of the
human body to derive the ECG pulse [84,85]. In [37], the authors created a non-periodic
train of the simulated ECG waveform from [85] to create their simulated ECG
components. They mixed the ECG signal with an alpha wave that represented their
background EEG data. An ECG simulator is available in MATLAB to produce an ECG
waveform. EMG simulated data are often created from measured data [52,86]. In [52],
the authors mixed measured EMG signal with alpha rhythm EEG data. A disadvantage of
using measured EMG is that the data could have additional non-EMG noise mixed into it,
adding unwanted noise to the final model. EMG could be simulated using white-noise
since its spectrum resembles white Gaussian noise [38]. EOG components are very
difficult to simulate because their shape varies widely across participants and diagonal
eye movements can result in unpredictable shapes [39]. A possible way to mimic eye
movement is to create a forward calculation using dipoles [51].In [51], EOG dipole
sources were modeled based on shapes described in [39]. Their eye movements were
simulated through continuous horizontal waveforms. At the instance of a blink, the
dipoles corresponding to the eye movements would rotate upward. The EOG dipoles
were placed in frontal locations and EEG dipoles with random sinusoidal waveforms
were placed in random locations throughout the head.
The creation of the simulated EEG data used in this dissertation was accomplished
using a two step process. First, a dataset consisting of only artifactual sources is
generated using a forward model. Next, background EEG noise that corresponds to the
EEG spectrum is added to the artifactual data similar to the simulated data in [80] and
[51]. Six artifactual sources are generated in MATLAB. The first artifactual source
represents blinks. This blink source is created using an actual blink extracted from a
recorded EEG time series. An EEG dataset containing eye artifacts is decomposed using
ICA. The blink source is a 0.77 second segment of an EOG ICA component containing a
typical blink from the decomposed dataset. The blink time segment is smoothed using
MATLAB’s sgolayfilt function and then convolved with a series of randomly generated
impulses to create a random sequence of blinks. The blinks are spaced between 0.5 and 1
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second apart. The second type of artifactual source is an ECG artifact. An ECG signal of
length 0.5 seconds is generated using MATLAB’s ecg function. The ECG time segment
is smoothed using MATLAB’s sgolayfilt function and then convolved with a series of
randomly generated impulses to create a random sequence of ECG waveforms. The ECG
waveforms are spaced between 1 and 1.7 seconds apart. The third type of artifact is an
EMG artifact. Three EMG sources are generated as white Gaussian noise using
MATLAB’s wgn function. The final artifactual noise is created to resemble the shape of
the railroad cross tie EMG pattern [38]. The railroad cross-tie pattern is created with a
train of Gaussian pulses using MATLAB’s pulstran function. Fig. 32 shows the six
artifactual sources. The amplitudes of the components were scaled to resemble typical
artifactual component amplitudes.

Fig. 32. Simulated artifactual EEG sources.
Following the generation of the artifactual source signals, a forward model of the
sources is created to generate signals on the scalp using BESA EEG simulation software
(www.besa.de). Six dipoles corresponding to the six artifactual source signals are placed
onto a head model in typical artifactual component locations and forward projected onto
the scalp. The dipoles are placed at the front of the head, middle of the head, and
temporal and parietal locations corresponding to the blink, ECG, and EMG signals
respectively. Thirty-three channels are used to measure scalp potentials on the head
model. The resulting data are saved as an artifactual simulated EEG dataset.
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Finally, EEG background noise is generated using a function called noise developed by
the authors of [80]. The function, noise, produces EEG background noise that mimics the
spectrum of actual EEG and with amplitudes scaled appropriately for each frequency
band [80]. For each of the 33 channels, EEG background noise is generated and added to
the channel to create the final artifactual simulated data. A simulated dataset, consisting
of only EEG background noise and no artifacts, is also created to compare to the
artifactual data when removing artifacts. The amplitude of the EEG noise is scaled to
provide an SNR of 0.5 dB when compared to the EMG noise on channel 15. Fig. 33
shows the final simulated artifactual EEG data.

Fig. 33. Simulated artifactual EEG data.
The artifactual and clean simulated datasets are loaded into EEGLab, epoched into 1second epochs, and decomposed into ICA components for an evaluation of the
component cleaning process. The simulated data will be utilized in Chapter 5 to evaluate
the benefits of cleaning components compared to removing components.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Each step of ABEAR (bad epoch removal, component features, clustering, cluster
labeling, cleaning components) is assessed based on its application to the 62 recorded
datasets described in Chapter 4. Results from applying each step of ABEAR on the
recorded data will be presented in this Chapter in separate sections. Results from
component cleaning will be based on application to both the recorded datasets and the
simulated data.
Bad Epoch Removal
Manually labeled bad epochs from the recorded datasets were compared to ABEAR’s
selected bad epochs. Precision and recall are used to describe how well ABEAR labels
bad epochs. Precision and recall are common calculations used in pattern recognition to
evaluate the correctness of classification. Precision, given by (26), evaluates the false
positive classification rate. In this context, false positives are clean epochs that are
labeled as bad epochs. Conversely, recall, given by (27), evaluates the false negative
classification rate. In this context, false negatives are bad epochs that are labeled as clean
epochs.
(26)
(27)
The selection of bad epochs is dependent upon two user specified thresholds: Error and
perbad. These two values were selected to optimize the precision and recall rate. The
value for Error was varied between 0.5 and 0.95 in steps of 0.05. The threshold, Error,
represents the maximum variance and spectrum percent error that can occur before a
component is labeled as "bad" within an epoch. The value for perbad was varied from .1
to 0.25 in steps of 0.05. This threshold represents the percent of components that must be
"bad" in an epoch to declare the entire epoch as bad. Precision and recall were calculated
for every combination of Error and perbad. Fig. 34shows the precision and recall curves
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for each variable. The arrow in the top right plot represents the chosen value for the
thresholds (perbad=0.15, Error=0.8).

Fig. 34. Precision and recall rates for various values of Error and perbad.
Only one dataset had a perfect classification with no false positives or false negatives.
The benefit of automatic selection of bad epochs is consistency. The manual
classification of bad epochs is very subjective and can result in improper labeling of
epochs. Automatically selecting epochs based on measured spectrum and variance can
improve classification by incorporating consistency and a definition of "bad".
Component Features
The eight types of component features described in Chapter 3 were computed for all 62
datasets. Three datasets were randomly selected from the 62 recorded datasets to display
examples of the eight features. For each dataset, the eight component features were
averaged for five groups of artifactual components: EOG, EMG, ECG, BAD, and MOV.
The artifactual components were determined based on manual labeling of components.
Table IV provides the number of artifactual components within these three datasets. The
following sections provide plots of the averaged features for the three datasets.
Table IV. Number of Artifactual Component for Three Datasets
Participant EOG
1
7
2
4
3
5

EMG
9
12
6
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ECG
1
2
1

BAD
2
2
1

MOV
5
2
6
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Feature 1: Topography
Fig. 35 shows topographies for each of the 3 selected participants averaged for each of
the five types of artifactual components. The topographies display the power distribution
over the scalp. EOG components have most of their power localized to the frontal
channels.EMG components can vary in their power distribution, but tend to be located in
peripheral channels. ECG components have a bimodal distribution, with power mainly in
the peripheral channels. BAD and MOV components have the most inconsistent
topographies of all the artifacts, both across participants and within a participant’s
dataset. BAD tend to have very localized power in one channel, but many BAD
components can occur, leading to varying channels having high power. MOV
components, similar to ECG and EMG, have most of their power in the peripheral
channels. Their topographies tend to resemble EMG topographies.
Feature 2: Spectrum
Fig. 36 shows frequency spectra for each of the 3 selected participants averaged for
each of the five types of artifactual components. These spectra are from the components
after filtering was performed on the data. The filtering explains the low power for
frequencies below 3 Hz. EOG components have the highest power in low frequencies
(below 10Hz). EMG components have a spectrum that resembles white noise. It is fairly
uniform across all frequencies from 0.5 to 50 Hz. EMG spectra are different across
participants in amplitude, but retain a similar shape. ECG components have the most
variable spectrum across participants. Some participants have a very dominant ECG
signal while others may not even present an ECG artifact. Several harmonics exist for
ECG components below 20 Hz due to their periodic nature. BAD and MOV components
have spectra that resemble EOG components, but with much less power. The components
usually arise from movement or discontinuities, which present low frequency spectra.
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Fig. 35. Average component topographies.
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Fig. 36. Average component spectrum.
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Feature 3: Auto-correlation
Autocorrelation has the highest dimension of all the features. Fig. 37 shows
autocorrelation plots for each of the three participants averaged for each artifact type.
While the plots do not provide much insight into the feature, a few characteristics are
apparent. The EMG components have the lowest auto-correlation for each participant.
This is due to their white-noise like pattern. The ECG components have the highest autocorrelation due to their periodic pattern.
Features 4 and 5: Sym3 Approximate and First Detail Coefficients
Fig. 38 shows both the approximate and first detail sym3 wavelet coefficients for each
of the 3 selected participants averaged for each of the five types of artifactual
components. ECG and EOG components result in the highest peak amplitudes for both
the approximate and detail coefficients. Their high amplitude is due to the similar shape
between the sym3 wavelet and ECG and blink spikes. EMG component coefficients have
consistent low amplitude. BAD and MOV coefficients have random high amplitude
spikes. Wavelet coefficients appear to be very inconsistent between participants.
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Fig. 37. Average component auto-correlation.
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Fig. 38. Average component sym3 approximate and first detail coefficients.
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Features 6 and 7: Rbio1.5 Approximate and First Detail Coefficients
Fig. 39 shows both the approximate and first detail rbio1.5 wavelet coefficients for
each of the 3 selected participants averaged for each of the five types of artifactual
components. The resulting features are very similar to the sym3 approximate and detail
coefficients. Based on the similarity between the two sets of wavelet coefficients, it is
apparent that there is not benefit to the rbio1.5 features. The original purpose of using the
rbio1.5 wavelet was to better detect eye movements since they have a plateau-like
pattern. However, clustering results will show that the sym3 wavelet is sufficient for
clustering EOG components.
Feature 8: 1-Dimensional features
Fig. 40 shows the 1-dimensional features for each of the 3 selected participants
averaged for each of the five types of artifactual components. Recall that this feature is
composed of eight 1-D features: topography histogram, spectrum fit 1 and 2, frontal and
peripheral location scores, average auto-correlation, Lorentz threshold, and sym 3
repeatability. The EOG components are best distinguished by their large spectrum fit 1
and 2 values and high frontal location score. Conversely, the EMG components are best
distinguished by their very low fit1 and 2 values. The ECG components have the highest
sym 3 repeatability as well as a very high EMG score and low topography histogram
value. The BAD components all have a very high histogram topography value due to
their localized nature and a very low Lorentz threshold. The MOV components all have a
high peripheral location score.
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Fig. 39. Average component rbio1.5 approximate and first detail coefficients.
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Fig. 40. Average component 1-D features.
Clustering
Several initial parameters must be specified for clustering. The following were the
initial parameters chosen as input to both k-means and Isodata. First, the initialization of
cluster centers can be specified in several ways. For ABEAR, cluster centers were chosen
from a random sample of the feature vectors. Second, the number of iterations was
specified as 100. The clustering process was repeated three times and the best outcome
was kept as the final clustering. The final parameter is the number of clusters, m. Recall
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that for k-means, choosing a number of clusters results in that exact number of clusters.
However, for the modified Isodata clustering, the number of clusters can change based on
splitting and merging of clusters. Clustering was performed for three values of m. The
final number of clusters created by Isodata for each of the eight features is averaged
across all 62 datasets. The results for the average number of clusters are given in Table V.
Table V. Final Number of Clusters for Isodata Clustering
Feature
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

m=13
19
8
18
15
17
15
16
21

m=16
21
10
21
18
20
18
20
23

m=19
23
15
24
21
23
22
23
26

Manually labeled artifactual components from the recorded datasets were used to
evaluate clustering for each value of m. Precision and recall calculations were used to
evaluate how well clustering separated artifactual components from non-artifactual
component, given by (28)-(29). The precision is the fraction of artifactual components
within a cluster. A high precision indicates that a cluster is mainly artifactual, resulting in
a good separation of artifactual component and non-artifactual components. The recall is
the fraction of artifactual components a cluster contains. If a cluster has a high recall
value, then the artifactual components are highly concentrated within that cluster.
Precision and recall are calculated across participants.
(28)
(29)
Fig. 41 gives the percentage of clusters with a precision greater than 0.72 for k-means
and Isodata. The percentage is calculated as a fraction of the total number of clusters
across all participants. If a large percentage of clusters have a precision greater than 0.72,
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then a large portion of the clusters with artifactual components contain mostly artifactual
components.

Fig. 41. K-means (left) and Isodata(right) percentage of clusters with precision>.72.
A high percentage of clusters with precision greater than 0.72 does not necessarily
mean better clustering. For example, this could mean more single member clusters
(clusters with only one artifactual component and nothing else). Recall provides an
additional measure when evaluating performance of clustering. The average recall for
clusters with precision greater than 0.72 for both k-means and Isodata for each of the
eight features is shown in Fig. 42. Clusters with a high precision and high recall reflect a
good separation of artifactual components from non-artifactual components. The best
features for k-means clustering, based on optimum precision and recall, are autocorrelation and the 1-D features. For Isodata, the 1-D features also resulted in the best
classification.

Fig. 42. K-means (left) and Isodata(right) recall for clusters with precision>.72.
The recall and precision verify that clustering adequately separates artifactual
components from non-artifactual components, with no indication of how it separates
individual types of artifactual components such as EOG, EMG, ECG, MOV, or BAD. A
closer look at the composition of clusters shows how individual types of artifactual
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components are grouped. A survey of the types of components belonging to clusters that
contain either non-artifactual, EOG, EMG, ECG, MOV, or BAD components was
conducted for each of the 62 datasets. The survey was based on component labels
provided by manual labeling. Table VI displays the average results of the survey across
the 62 datasets. The results in Table VI are computed for m=19. Artifacts can vary
widely across participants so it is interesting to also observe the standard deviation of the
cluster member survey. Table VII presents the standard deviations for the corresponding
averages from Table VI.
Table VI. Average of Cluster Member Survey
Types of Clusters
Non-artifactual
EOG
EMG
ECG
MOV
BAD

Types of components within each type of cluster
Non-artifactual EOG EMG ECG MOV
44.0
2.0
3.7
0.3
0.6
3.2
7.1
1.1
0.0
0.1
6.0
0.9
7.8
0.0
0.2
0.6
0.0
0.1
1.1
0.0
0.7
0.1
0.2
0.0
1.5
3.4
0.7
1.3
0.2
0.1

BAD
1.8
0.4
1.1
0.2
0.1
3.6

Table VII. Standard Deviation of Cluster Member Survey
Types of Clusters
Non-artifactual
EOG
EMG
ECG
MOV
BAD

Types of components within each type of cluster
Non-artifactual EOG EMG ECG MOV
5.9
2.5
3.1
0.5
1.0
3.2
3.0
1.5
0.3
0.7
5.5
1.0
4.7
0.2
0.5
1.3
0.3
0.3
0.6
0.0
1.4
0.5
0.5
0.0
1.4
3.4
1.2
1.6
0.4
0.4

BAD
1.7
0.6
1.2
0.5
0.5
2.1

The numbers along the diagonal of Table VI represent the average number of each type
of artifactual, or non-artifactual, component. The off diagonal elements indicate the
number of mixed components. For example, the top right number is the number of BAD
components located within clusters that contain non-artifactual components. It would be
ideal for all the numbers in the top row and far left column, except the top left cell, to be
zero. This would indicate that all artifactual components are separated from nonartifactual components. This however, is not the case. The top row indicates that very few
artifactual components are mixed into non-artifactual clusters. The left column indicates
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that there are large numbers of non-artifactual components mixed into EMG clusters. It is
not necessarily ideal for all other off-diagonal elements to be zero. For instance, if some
EMG components have similar properties of BAD components, then the corresponding
EMG components might be assigned to BAD clusters. In this case, however, most of the
non-diagonal elements are near zero.
In Table VII, most off-diagonal standard deviations are very low. The highest standard
deviations occur for the average number of non-artifactual and EMG components as well
as the number of non-artifactual components located in EMG clusters. Some standard
deviations are higher than their averages, indicating that one or two datasets may have
extreme outliers, with most datasets having similar values.
While other features can aide in classification of specific artifacts, the 1-D features
present a unique pattern for each of the five artifact types. This is a possible reason for
their improved classification over other features. The 1-D features were averaged across
all datasets for the clusters with precision greater than 0.72 (artifactual clusters) and for
clusters with precision less than 0.72 (non-artifactual clusters), shown in Fig. 43.

Fig. 43. Average 1-D Features for artifactual (right) and non-artifactual (left) clusters
for k-means (top) and Isodata(bottom).
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Differences between artifactual and non-artifactual components are apparent through
several of the 1-D features. Artifactual components have extreme or outlying values
compared to the non-artifactual components’ 1-D features. For this reason, the 1-D
features will be used to distinguish artifactual from non-artifactual components, described
in the following section.
Cluster Labeling
A distance measure is used to detect outliers within the clusters based on each cluster’s
average 1-D features. Similar to the bad epoch removal process, precision and recall are
used to evaluate component labeling. The manually labeled components from the
recorded datasets are used for calculation of precision and recall. Recall is calculated for
each of the five types of artifacts and also for the general category of artifactual
components. Both precision and recall are computed as a total of all datasets. For
example, the number of true positives is the total number of true positives across all 62
datasets, rather than an average. Final classification results are given for k-means and
Isodata for all eight features in Tables VIII and IX using an outlier threshold
(Chauvenet's Criterion) of 0.75. For k-means, Feature 8 (the 1-D features), result in the
highest combination of precision and recall. The EMG and BAD components have the
lowest recall for Feature 8, with values of 0.693 and 0.673. For Isodata, both the
topography (Feature 1) and 1-D features (Feature 8) have comparable precision and recall
rates. Similar to k-means, the EMG and BAD components result in the lowest recall
rates.
Table VIII. K-Means Classification Results
Feature
1
2
Average Precision 0.591 0.720
0.797 0.535
Average Recall
EOG Recall
EMG Recall
ECG Recall
MOV Recall
BAD Recall

0.898
0.733
0.554
0.912
0.710

0.701
0.441
0.585
0.495
0.323

3
0.661
0.560

4
0.716
0.490

5
0.712
0.471

6
0.711
0.496

7
0.705
0.485

8
0.601
0.793

0.713
0.376
0.523
0.736
0.438

0.720
0.275
0.815
0.374
0.332

0.625
0.345
0.815
0.363
0.226

0.722
0.279
0.800
0.418
0.346

0.644
0.363
0.800
0.374
0.249

0.898
0.693
0.769
0.912
0.673
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Table IX. Isodata Classification Results
Feature
1
2
Average Precision 0.587 0.755
0.828 0.427
Average Recall
EOG Recall
EMG Recall
ECG Recall
MOV Recall
BAD Recall

0.884
0.794
0.585
0.967
0.742

0.623
0.357
0.385
0.352
0.189

3
0.578
0.528

4
0.694
0.448

5
0.697
0.471

6
0.662
0.448

7
0.684
0.460

8
0.594
0.816

0.662
0.315
0.554
0.714
0.548

0.692
0.179
0.492
0.484
0.410

0.657
0.380
0.677
0.275
0.244

0.701
0.214
0.462
0.429
0.341

0.632
0.361
0.615
0.308
0.249

0.891
0.729
0.815
0.934
0.728

As a comparison, precision and recall were computed for application of the outlier
threshold on non-clustered components. Table X presents the results from classification
without clustering. The precision and recall are similar to the Isodata results for Features
1 and 8, but with a slightly lower precision and slightly higher recall.
Table X. Classification Results without Clustering
Average Precision 0.571
0.872
Average Recall
EOG Recall
EMG Recall
ECG Recall
MOV Recall
BAD Recall

0.907
0.792
0.954
0.989
0.825

Recall and precision rates can be adjusted simply by decreasing or increasing the
outlier criterion. By lowering the criterion, recall rates can be adjusted up to 0.9. This
adjustment, however, comes with a price of a lower precision. Fig. 44 shows the effect of
adjusting the criterion for clusters produced by Feature 8 for Isodata and k-means, and
then for the case of no clustering.
Labeling without clustering provides comparable results to Isodata clustering as
measured by recall and precision. However, clustering provides insight into the
relationship of components. Clustering also provides flexibility. By changing the
clustering feature, one can customize the clustering to group components based on other
measures.
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Fig. 44. Precision and Recall for artifactual components versus Chauvenet's Criterion
thershold.
Component Cleaning
Component cleaning will be evaluated in two ways. First, a simulated dataset will
provide a comparison of component removal and component cleaning. This comparison
is intended to show the benefit of component cleaning compared to removal. Second, the
three example datasets from the Component Features section will be used to compare
before and after component cleaning on the component and data time-series plots as well
as topographical and spectrum plots.
Simulated Data
The artifactual simulated dataset described in Chapter 4 was decomposed into ICA
components using EEGLab. Components 1, 2, 3,4,5,6, and 17 were determined to be
artifactual sources. The resulting components before and after applying component
cleaning on the seven artifactual components are given in Fig. 45. Fig. 46 shows the
simulated data before and after applying component cleaning to the 7 artifactual
components.
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Fig. 45. Simulated data components before (blue) and after (red) cleaning.

Fig. 46. Simulated Data before (blue) and after (red) cleaning.
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The simulated dataset undergoes both component removal and component cleaning. A
distance measure given by (30), dS, is computed between the following pairs of channel
spectra: 1) data after cleaning components and non-artifactual data, 2) data after
component removal and non-artifactual data, and 3) original artifactual data and nonartifactual data. Fig. 47 shows the spectra comparisons for three frequencies. In (30), the
“cleaned data spectra” is replaced by the removed component spectra or original data
spectra to compare them to the non-artifactual data. The distance measures are computed
for two sets of artifactual components. The first set consists of seven truly artifactual
components. The second set consists of the seven artifactual components with an
additional ten randomly chosen components.
(30)

Fig. 47. Differences between spectra of the clean simulated data and: 1) simulated
data after cleaning seven artifactual components (blue), 2) simulated data after
removing seven artifactual components (green), and 3) original data with artifacts
(red).
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When selecting more components than necessary (such as 17), component removal
significantly degrades the frequency spectrum. While the cleaning of components results
in slightly larger differences than the original data, it does less damage than removing
components. Cleaning components is truly beneficial for instances when too many
components, or unnecessary components, are selected as artifactual.
Recorded Data
Both component cleaning and component removal were performed on the three
example datasets from the Component Features section. Two new datasets were created
for each of the example datasets by reconstructing both the cleaned and removed
components. Three measurements are presented for comparison of the original EEG data,
the component cleaned data, and the component removed data. The first measurement is
channel spectrum of the final reconstructed datasets as well as topographical plots for
five frequencies. For the second measurement, two channels were selected to produce a
more detailed look at the spectrum before and after component cleaning. Channel 10 is
located in the frontal region, thus containing EOG artifacts. Channel 14 is located near
the central channels, excluding EOG artifacts. The final measurements are time-series
plots of a selection of channels and components.
Fig. 48-Fig. 50 compare the described measurements for the first example dataset. This
dataset has little to no EMG artifactual components. The ECG and EOG artifacts are very
prominent and easily despiked. The removal of components and cleaning of components
create similar spectral characteristics in frequencies above 5 Hz. However, for low
frequencies, the cleaned components still retain some low-frequency power, resulting in
an increase of power below 5Hz compared to the removal of components.
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Fig. 48. Example 1 comparison of EEG channel spectrafor original data (top), data
cleaned through cleaning components (bottom left), and data cleaned through
removal of components( bottom right).

Fig. 49. Example 1 comparison of channel 14 and channel 10 spectrafor original data,
data cleaned through cleaning components, and data cleaned through removal of
components.
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Fig. 50. Example 1 comparison of before and after component cleaning for
components (left) and EEG channel data (right).
Fig. 51-Fig. 53 compare the described measurements for the second example dataset.
This dataset has only one EMG artifactual component that is adequately cleaned. This
dataset also has a large alpha component which is still present in the final cleaned data.
This algorithm does not attempt to detect alpha oscillations, so it is expected that it
should still be present. Similar to the first example dataset, the removal of components
and cleaning of components create similar spectral characteristics in frequencies above
5Hz, but the cleaned components still retain some low-frequency power. This again
results in an increase of power below 5 Hz compared to the removal of components.
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Fig. 51. Example 2 comparison of EEG channel spectra for original data (top), data
cleaned through cleaning components (bottom left), and data cleaned through
removal of components( bottom right).

Fig. 52. Example 2 comparison of channel 14 and channel 10 spectra for original
data, data cleaned through cleaning components, and data cleaned through
removal of components.
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Fig. 53. Example 2 comparison of before and after component cleaning for
components (left) and EEG channel data (right).
Fig. 54-Fig. 56 compare the described measurements for the third example dataset.
This dataset contains many EMG artifactual components. The EMG components are
denoised. The reduction of the EMG components is apparent in the spectrum plots.
Cleaning the components creates a comparable spectrum compared to removing
components. Again, while the low frequency portion of the signal is reduced through
cleaning the EOG components, some low frequency power still remains.
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Fig. 54. Example 3 comparison of EEG channel spectra for original data (top), data
cleaned through cleaning components (bottom left), and data cleaned through
removal of components( bottom right).

Fig. 55. Example 3 comparison of channel 14 and channel 10 spectra for original
data, data cleaned through cleaning components, and data cleaned through
removal of components.
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Fig. 56. Example 3 comparison of before and after component cleaning for
components (left) and EEG channel data (right).
Application of ABEAR to Learning Styles EEG Data
The Mental Rotation datasets from the Learning Styles EEG study were cleaned using
ABEAR. The power results from the automatically cleaned Mental Rotation data were
compared to the data acquired through manual component selection and component
removal. This section will present the compared results.
Manually cleaned data were filtered between 1 Hz and 50 Hz. Bad epochs were
manually identified and removed. Data were decomposed using ICA and artifactual
components were manually identified and removed. ABEAR cleaned data were also
filtered between 1 Hz and 50 Hz. They underwent all processes of ABEAR: bad epoch
removal, automatic identification of artifactual components, and finally component
cleaning.
Both the manually and automatically cleaned data were epoched into mirror, plane, and
depth rotation sub-tasks. Each sub-task was segmented into six one-second epochs to
capture the time-varying changes in signal. All EEG channels were grouped into one of
22 regions, shown in Fig. 9. The central channels were removed. The grouping of
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channels reduced the amount of data. For each sub-task and every participant, power
levels were calculated within the beta frequency band for each of the 22 regions.
Power results between the following groups were compared using 2-way ANOVAs.
Between group comparisons and interactions among gender/learning styles were
observed for p<.01. Table XI gives the breakdown of learning styles by genders.
1. males (35) and females (27)
2. active (33) and reflective (29)
3. sensing (41) and intuitive (21)
4. sequential (37) and global (25)
5. visual (51) and verbal (11)
Table XI. Distribution of Participants' Learning Types within Genders
Gender
Male
Female
Male
Female

ACT
20
13
REF
15
14

SNS
21
20
INT
14
7

SEQ
22
15
GLO
13
12

VIS
30
21
VRB
5
6

When a comparison resulted in p<.01 for either the manually or automatically cleaned
data but not both, the other set of data was checked for p<.05 to see if it demonstrated a
less significant difference. Tables XII-XIV indicate significant differences between
groups and significant interactions between gender and learning styles groups. Although
significant interactions are noted, no further post-hoc tests were applied to determine
which means were different. Shaded regions indicate similar results between
automatically and manually cleaned data.
In general, activations on all rotation tasks occur in the right frontal region and left
temporal-parietal region, consistent with activation from previous studies on mental
rotation [17,18]. The right frontal region has been associated with encoding of images
and the left parietal/temporal region has been associated with rotation [18].
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Table XII. Beta EEG Power ANOVA Results for Depth Rotation Sub-task
Comparison

Region

Higher
Power

Manual

ABEAR

VIS/VRB

Right Frontal-Central

VIS

**

*

SEQ/GLO

Left Temporal-Parietal

SEQ

**

Right/Left Frontal

M

**

**

Right/Left Temporal-Parietal

M

**

**

**

*

M/F
Interaction: VIS/VRB,M/F

Left Temporal-Parietal

** = p<.01
* = p<.05

Table XIII. Beta EEG Power ANOVA Results for Plane Rotation Sub-task
Comparison

Region

Higher
Power

Manual

ABEAR

VIS/VRB

Right Frontal-Central

VIS

**

*

Left Temporal-Parietal

SEQ

**

Left Parietal-Occipital

GLO

Right/Left Frontal

M

**

**

Right/Left Temporal-Parietal

M

**

**

SEQ/GLO
M/F

**

Interaction: ACT/REF,M/F

Right/Left Frontal-Central

**

Interaction: VIS/VRB,M/F

Left Temporal-Parietal

**

*

** = p<.01
* = p<.05

Table XIV. Beta EEG Power ANOVA Results for Mirror Sub-task
Comparison

Region

Higher Power

Manual

ACT/REF

Left Central

ACT

**

Right Frontal

SNS

**

SNS/INT

ABEAR

Left Temporal-Parietal

SNS

**

VIS/VRB

Right Frontal-Central

VIS

**

SEQ/GLO

Left Parietal-Occipital

GLO

Right/Left Frontal

M

**

**

Left/Right Temporal-Parietal

M

**

**

M/F

*
**

Interaction: ACT/REF,M/F

Left Frontal-Central

**

*

Interaction: VIS/VRB,M/F

Left Temporal-Parietal

**

*

** = p<.01
* = p<.05

Similarities between data cleaned manually and by ABEAR
Comparisons between the M/F and VIS/VRB groups are similar for the automatically
and manually cleaned data. Visual learners have higher power in the fright frontal region
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compared to verbal learners on all sub-tasks. This is expected since visual learners would
take more of a visual approach to mental rotation, focusing on the encoding stage of
rotation. Males have higher power than females bilaterally in the frontal and parietal
channels on all sub-tasks. Males and females commonly have strong differences in
activations on mental rotation tasks, and most often bilaterally [88].
The interactions between gender the ACT/REF and VIS/VRB learning groups were
similar for the automatically and manually cleaned data. These interactions are expected
since there are usually large differences in males and females with regards to hands-on
and visual activities.
Differences between data cleaned manually and by ABEAR
Only the manually cleaned data presents significant differences in power between the
SNS/INT and ACT/REF, with differences only on the mirror task. The data cleaned by
ABEAR is missing these significant differences in activations. The SNS group had
significantly more power in both the right frontal and temporal-parietal regions than the
INT group. SNS learners seem to be engaging mental rotation processes more on the
mirror task than the INT learners. It was unexpected to find differences between SNS and
INT learners on the mental rotation task. This learning style scale does not easily relate to
mental rotation. The ACT/REF groups show a difference in the left central region, which
is unexpected for a mirror task. It is unclear why this region would show differences
between ACT/REF learners, and only on the mirror task.
The SEQ/GLO comparisons presented interesting differences between the manually
and automatically cleaned data. The automatically cleaned data showed GLO learners
having higher power in the left occipital region on the plane/mirror task. These power
results make sense because the plane and mirror task both require 2-D visual processing
while the depth task requires 3-D visual processing. GLO learners appear to utilize their
visual cortex more than SEQ learners on the 2-D tasks, indicating that they may be
viewing the "big picture". The manually cleaned data showed SEQ learners having higher
power in the temporal-parietal region for the depth/plane tasks. This region is often
associated with rotation itself and is often less activated in mirror tasks.
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One explanation for the ABEAR cleaned data having missing activations for the
ACT/REF and SNS/INT groups is that they are false positives. The areas in which these
activations occur are littered with EOG and EMG artifacts. When the artifactual
components were removed during manual cleaning, a large portion of the signal could
have been removed, presenting false differences in power between the two groups. The
removal of EMG components during manual cleaning might be also removing important
signal in the temporal-parietal/occipital regions, especially for GLO learners. Perhaps the
reduced power for GLO learners in the parietal/occipital regions through component
removal resulted in SEQ learners having higher power in the temporal-parietal regions,
and thus reducing the difference in GLO/SEQ learners in the occipital region. To verify
these claims, the number of EOG and EMG components need to be compared between
learning styles groups.
Conclusions
EEG power results differ for manually and automatically cleaned data primarily in the
parietal/occipital and frontal regions. These regions often have large numbers of EOG
and EMG artifacts. Removing EMG or EOG components during manual cleaning may
cause distortions in power results by resulting in a loss of EEG power information. The
automatic cleaning method presented in this dissertation reduces loss of power
information and preserving differences among groups.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Artifact removal is necessary for EEG data to remove false contributions to cerebral
signal. Many methods already exist to address this need. Unfortunately, most methods are
either non-automated and time consuming, require supplemental signals, or only remove
specific artifacts such as EOG or ECG. This dissertation presented a novel method for
automatically removing EOG, EMG, ECG, BAD, and MOV artifacts from EEG data
without the need for a supplemental signal. Based on a thorough review of past methods,
this is the first attempt at clustering ICA components for use in identifying artifactual
components. This method has the unique ability to remove multiple types of artifacts
from EEG data acquired from an EGI net. Aside from automatically identifying
artifactual components, ABEAR provides automatic removal of bad epochs prior to ICA
as well as cleaning of artifactual components to prevent loss of data.
A couple of limitations come from the testing completed in this dissertation. ABEAR
was only tested on data acquired from an EGI net. Further testing needs to be completed
before this artifact removal method can be generalized to data acquired from other EEG
systems. Also, the components labels used to verify component selection were only
provided by one expert, which can result in bias. Further experts need to be consulted to
remove bias from component selection.
Many features measured from components were reviewed for use in clustering. The 8
1-d features provided the most consistency across participants and resulted in the best
classification rates for both clustering and cluster labeling. They also result in faster
clustering because they have a low dimensionality. These 8 features are certainly not the
only possibilities for features, but they were chosen to mimic features used in manual
classification and based on previous studies. Classification rates could potentially be
improved through the substitution or addition of other features. A number of new features
could be generated and tested using an algorithm like Sequential Forward Floating Search
(SFFS) [87]. SFFS searches for the best combination of features to improve classification
rates.
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Two clustering algorithms were compared for use in ABEAR: k-means and a modified
Isodata. Isodata automatically selects the number of clusters. This is a great benefit for
clustering components because it is unclear how many components are artifactual across
participants. Results demonstrated that Isodata had improved classification rates when
compared to k-means. For feature 8, Isodata resulted in the highest concentration of
artifactual components in clusters. In other words, clusters with artifacts were made up of
mainly artifacts, and very few artifacts were left out the artifactual clusters. While it is
not the goal of this dissertation to discuss a new clustering algorithm, improvements to
the modified Isodata could lead to improved classification rates. A method for improving
artifactual component clustering is to improve the clustering algorithm itself.
Clusters were labeled if they were determined as "outliers" using Chauvenet's criterion
computed from the average 1-d features of the clusters. Determining artifactual clusters is
a complicated problem. Outlier detection is only one possible solution. The outlier
detection method provided good recall and precision rates, but is not perfect and is highly
dependent upon a threshold. This step of ABEAR performs well, but needs further review
to improve and compare cluster labeling techniques. For the purposes of this dissertation,
it serves the purpose of adequately detecting artifactual clusters.
No studies have addressed the idea of cleaning components versus removing the
components. A simulated dataset was created to demonstrate the benefits of cleaning
components as opposed to removing them. The results indicate that when a small number
of components are correctly labeled as artifactual, there is no benefit to cleaning
components. When many more components are chosen as artifactual, as is the case for
typical component labeling, then cleaning components minimizes the difference between
the "clean" data spectrum versus the "cleaned components" data spectrum. When
multiple components are selected, there is a good chance that non-artifactual components
or components that contain both artifacts and cerebral data will be included. Cleaning
components reduces the loss of cerebral data as opposed to just removing the entire
component.
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When performed on both real and simulated data, ABEAR successfully removes
artifactual contributions to the EEG signal. Based on results from application to real data,
EMG artifacts had more residual contribution after cleaning. Many factors could result in
this limitation. EMG artifacts are difficult to separate through ICA, spreading them
throughout multiple components. This could lead to EMG signal in non-artifactual
components. EMG components are also very difficult to clean through wavelet denoising
without complete degradation of EEG signal. This could also result in left over EMG
after denoising. Further research on EMG cleaning techniques could lead to an improved
denoising method.
The material presented in this dissertation is valuable in several applications. Overall,
ABEAR performed well in removing artifactual contributions to EEG signal on multiple
datasets. It provides a new method for artifact removal. An EEGLab plug-in was created
to assist others in removing artifacts from their EEG data. This entire concept of
clustering components could even be applied to other neuroimaging data such as fMRI or
DTI. This dissertation provided insight into the properties and relationships of artifactual
components. An understanding of component properties transcends identification of
artifactual components. With a deep knowledge of component properties, features can be
customized to detect cerebral signals as well as artifactual.
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APPENDIX A
ISODATA VERIFICATION
The modified Isodata algorithm was tested using two sets of data. The first set of data
is a commonly used pattern recognition dataset: Iris data. It contains 50 four dimensional
features measured from three types of Iris flowers. The Iris data are provided in
MATLAB. The results from clustering the three types of Iris flowers are shown in Fig.
57. Isodata creates a fourth cluster out of the overlapping data points. Overall, Isodata
clusters the Iris data well.

Fig. 57. Isodata applied to Iris data. Clustering by isodata shown in top three panels
and original grouping of data shown in bottom three panels.
The second set of data is two groups of non-overlapping, randomly generated data
points with different means. Isodata successfully groups the data into two groups with no
misclassifications, shown in Fig. 58.
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Fig. 58. Isodata applied to random data.
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APPENDIX B
LEARNING STYLES EEG STUDY
FSLSI Results
The FSLSI assessment places participants on a scale from 11a to 11b in each of four
cognitive domains: VIS/VRB, SNS/intuiting, ACT/REF, and SEQ/GLO. The FSLSI
scores of the 51 participants are given in Fig.4. As an example interpretation of the
results, in the category of VIS/VRB, 9a-11a is strong preference towards VIS. Scores
between 5a/b-7a/b indicate a moderate learning preference, and between 1a/b-3a/b
indicate a balanced learning preference. The results from the histograms presented in Fig.
59 appear bimodal, with only the ACT-REF scale peaking near the center of the
continuum. Over 50% of the participants favored ACT, SNS, VIS, and SEQ learning
styles, with the biggest difference in percentages in the VIS/VRB domain and the
smallest difference in the ACT/REF domain.

Fig. 59. Distribution of participants' learning styles scores.
Table XI gives the total number of males and females within each learning style
domain, with the percentages given in parentheses. Both genders have similar learning
styles distributions. The results are comparable to previous studies where engineering
students are predominately ACT, SNS, SEQ, and VIS [9].
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Behavioral Results
In the following sections, participants’ scores and response times from the three
cognitive tasks are compared to their LSI results. Some cognitive tasks are broken into
sub-tasks, given in Table XV. Following Table XV is a list of the comparisons made.
Table XV. List of Sub-tasks
Task
Mental Rotation
Tower of London
Ravens

Sub-Tasks
Plane Rotation (P)
Hard (TOLH)
Visual-Spatial (RVS)

Depth Rotation (D)
Easy (TOLE)
Verbal-Analytical (RVA)

Mirror (M)

Note: Two LSI scales are mentioned in the list: a continuous LSI scale and a divided
LSI scale. The VIS/VRB domain will be used as an example to describe the two kinds of
scales. Both the VIS (a) and VRB (b) ends of the VIS/VRB scale range from a weak
score of 1 to a strong score of 11. For a divided scale, correlations are performed on each
end of the VIS/VRB scale separately, with scores ranging from 1 to 11. For a continuous
scale, correlations are performed across the entire VIS/VRB scale, with scores ranging
from -11 (VIS end) to +11 (VRB end). These two separate types of correlations are used
because some learning styles distributions (ACT/REF) appear to be continuous, while in
other cases, learning styles distributions (VIS/VRB,SEQ/GLO,INT/SNS) appear to be
bimodal.
1. A t-test is used to compare scores and response times on each sub-task between
learning types (e.g. ACT scores vs. REF scores) and genders.
2. Scores and response times on each sub-task are correlated with all 4 continuous
learning styles scales. The correlation coefficients are tested for statistical
significance.
3. Scores and response times on each sub-task are correlated with all 8 divided
learning styles scales. The correlation coefficients are tested for statistical
significance.
4. Steps 1-3 are repeated for gender specific groups.
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Comparison of Scores/Response Times between Learning Styles
The average scores and response times, RT, for the mental rotation, tower of London,
and ravens sub-tasks are listed in Tables XVI-XVIII for each learning styles group and
gender. Scores are reported as percentages, with a perfect score being 100. Response
times are reported in seconds and are the average response time of correctly answered
questions. The cells marked with stars correspond to comparisons that are statistically
significant, with a p-value less than 0.05.
Table XVI. Average Scores and Response Times (RT) for Mental Rotation Sub-tasks
Task
D
P
M
Task
D
P
M

Scores (% correct)
M
F
ACT
79
70
74
64
56
63
63* 51* 63*
RT (seconds)
M
F
ACT
6.0 6.4
5.9
7.7 7.8
7.5
7.3 7.9
7.6

REF
78
60
54*

SNS
74
60
57

INT
80
65
63

SEQ
73
61
55*

GLO
80
62
66*

VIS
75
62
60

VRB
80
58
51

REF
6.4
8.0
7.4

SNS
6.3
7.9
7.8

INT
5.8
7.4
7.0

SEQ
6.2
7.9
7.7

GLO
6.0
7.3
7.1

VIS
6.1
7.6
7.7

VRB
6.2
8.2
6.8

Table XVII. Average Scores and Response Times (RT) for TOL Sub-tasks
Task
TOL E
TOL H
Task
TOL E
TOL H

Scores (% correct)
M
F
ACT
87* 76* 86
82* 68* 79
RT (seconds)
M
F
ACT
4.7 4.8 4.5
6.6 7.2 6.5

REF
81
75

SNS
80
73*

INT
91
86*

SEQ
85
75

GLO
79
80

VIS
83
75

VRB
85
83

REF
5.0
7.1

SNS
4.9
7.0

INT
4.5
6.4

SEQ
4.9
7.0

GLO
4.5
6.5

VIS
4.7
6.8

VRB
5.0
7.2

Table XVIII. Average Scores and Response Times (RT) for Ravens Sub-tasks
Task
RVS
RVA
Task
RVS
RVA

Scores (% correct)
M
F
ACT REF
54 59 54
57
66 75 67
72
RT (seconds)
M
F
ACT REF
8.3 8.5 8.1
8.7
7.5 7.6 7.2
7.9

SNS
55
70

INT
58
67

SEQ
54
68

GLO
59
71

VIS
55
67*

VRB
58
80*

SNS
8.4
7.6

INT
8.3
7.3

SEQ
8.5
7.7

GLO
8.1
7.2

VIS
8.3
7.4

VRB
8.8
8.1
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The following are observations made from the behavioral data results.


Males score higher and respond faster than females on the rotation and TOL
tasks, but the opposite is true for the Ravens tasks. Males score significantly
higher than females by over ten points on the mirror task.



ACT and REF learners have very close scores and response times on all tasks
except the mirror task, where ACT learners score significantly higher than REF
learners.



On all tasks, except the RVA, INT learners score much higher than SNS
learners, with a significant difference on the TOLH task. In addition, INT
learners also respond faster than SNS learners on the corresponding tasks.



GLO learners score higher and respond faster than SEQ learners on all tasks
except the TOLE task. GLO learners have a significantly higher score than SEQ
learners on the mirror task, with a difference of over 10 points.



Interestingly, VRB learners score much higher than VIS learners on the Ravens
tasks, but have a longer response time. The same is true for the TOLH and
depth rotation tasks. VIS learners score better on the plane and mirror rotation
than the VRB learners.

Correlations between Scores/Response Times and Learning Styles
Participants’ average scores and response times for each sub-task are correlated with
their LSI scores using both continuous and divided LSI scales. The statistical significance
of the correlation coefficients is tested using a two-tailed t-test. Table XIX gives the
correlations that had a p-value less than 0.05. The continuous LSI scales are listed as
ACT/REF and SNS/INT. All other LSI categories are divided scales.
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Table XIX. Statistically Significant Correlations between Learning Styles and
Scores/Response Times (p<0.05)
Learning Styles
Category
ACT

RVS RT

Correlation
Coefficient
-.440

TOLE RT

-.430

SNS

D RT

.451

SEQ

M RT

-.406

RVA RT

-.362

RVS RT

.363

RVA RT

.306

TOLE RT

.351

TOLH RT

.308

D RT

-.321

ACT/REF

SNS/INT

Correlation

There are no significant correlations between LSI scores and cognitive test scores. All
significant correlations exist between LSI scores and response times. When correlating
response times with a divided scale, negative correlations indicate that participants with
higher LSI scores tend to have lower (faster) response times. Positive correlations
indicate that participants with lower LSI scores tend to have higher (slower) response
times. When correlating response times with a continuous scale, negative correlations
indicate that participants on the “b” side of the LSI scale tend to have lower (faster)
response times. Positive correlations indicate that participants on the “b” side of the LSI
scale tend to have higher (slower) response times.
Correlations on the divided scale indicate that ACT learners who have higher ACT
learning scores are faster on the visual-spatial Ravens tasks the east TOL tasks. SEQ
learners who have higher SEQ learning scores are faster on the verbal-analytical Ravens
tasks the mirror mental rotation tasks. SNS learners who have a lower SEQ learning score
are faster on the depth mental rotation task.
The SNS/INT correlations on the continuous scale confirm the correlation between
SNS learners and the depth rotation task. Individuals on the INT side of the spectrum are
faster on the depth rotation task. The ACT/REF continuous scale results in many
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significant positive correlations with response times. The more active a learner is, the
faster they are on all Ravens and TOL sub-tasks. The continuous ACT/REF scale has
more statistically significant correlations with behavioral results than the divided
ACT/REF scales. This learning style domain has the most Gaussian distribution among
the four learning style scales, so it makes sense that the ACT/REF domain should have
more correlations with its continuous scale than its divided scale.
Comparison of Scores/Response Times between Learning Styles by Gender
The average scores and response times, RT, for the mental rotation, tower of London,
and ravens sub-tasks are compared for learning styles by gender (i.e. VIS F vs. VRB F,
VIS M vs. VRB M). Tables XX-XXI give the comparisons that were statistically
significant with a p-value less than 0.05. The far right column gives the scores/response
times of the two corresponding groups given in the left column.
Table XX. Statistically Significant Differences between Male Learning Styles Groups on
Scores/Reponse Times (p<0.05)
Learning Style
SEQ
GLO
VIS
VRB

Measurement
TOLH Score
RVA Score

Score/RT
76
92
64
80

Table XXI. Statistically Significant Differences between Female Learning Styles Groups
on Scores/Reponse Times (p<0.05)
Learning Style
VIS
VRB

Measurement
P RT

Score/RT
7.4
9.2

On the TOLH sub-task, male GLO learners scored statistically significantly higher than
male SEQ learners. VRB male learners scored higher than VIS male learners on the
verbal-analytical Ravens task. Female VIS learners were statistically significantly faster
on the plane rotation task than female VRB learners. All three of these comparisons agree
with the same comparisons from Table XIII without gender separation.
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Correlations between Scores/Response Times and Learning Styles by Gender
Participants are divided into groups of males and females. Within each group,
participants’ average scores and response times for each sub-task are correlated with their
LSI scores using both continuous and divided LSI scales. The statistical significance of
the correlation coefficients is tested using a two-tailed t-test. Tables XXII-XXIII give the
correlations that had a p-value less than 0.05. The continuous LSI scales are listed as
ACT/REF and SNS/INT. All other LSI categories are divided scales.
Table XXII. Statistically Significant Correlations between Learning Styles and
Scores/Response Times for Males (p<0.05)
Learning Styles Category
REF
SEQ

GLO
VIS
ACT/REF

Correlation
RVA RT
RVA Score
TOLE RT
M RT
TOLH RT
RVA Score
RVS RT
RVA RT

Correlation Coefficient
.601
.458
-.446
-.442
.653
.375
.358
.342

Table XXIII. Statistically Significant Correlations between Learning Styles and
Scores/Response Times for Females (p<0.05)
Learning Styles Category
ACT

REF
SEQ
VRB

SNS/INT

Correlation
RVS RT
TOLE RT
TOLH RT
D Score
RVS RT
D Score
RVS Score
RVA RT
TOLE RT
D RT

Correlation Coefficient
-.712
-.831
-.785
.715
-.773
-.598
.970
-.966
.494
-.481

Unlike the correlation without regard to gender, these gender separated correlations
resulted in significant correlations with scores. Males and females exhibited very
different correlations between behavioral results and learning styles scores. The increase
in significant correlations and differences between genders suggests that learning styles
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may be gender specific. In other words, learning may not be only related to how one
prefers to learn, but also to gender.
Some of the correlations within genders matched the correlations without gender
separation, but others were unique. Female ACT learners who have higher ACT learning
scores are faster on the visual-spatial Ravens task, the easy TOL task, as well as the hard
TOL task. Female students also exhibited the same relationship between the SNS/INT
continuous scale versus the depth rotation response time: the more INT the learner, the
faster their response time on the depth rotation task. The SEQ male learners exhibited a
negative correlation with the mirror rotation task, similar to the correlations without
regard to gender.
EEG Power Results
The EEG data are pre-processed in EEGLAB [3]. A 0.5 Hz high pass filter and 50 Hz
band pass filter are applied to the data. ICA artifactual components, such as eye blinks
and movement, heart beats, and muscle movement, are manually identified and removed.
The EEG data are epoched into sub-tasks (see Table XI). Each sub-task is segmented into
six one-second epochs to capture the time-varying changes in signal. All EEG channels
are grouped into one of 22 regions, shown in Fig. 57. The central channels are removed.
The grouping of channels reduces the amount of data. For each sub-task and every
participant, power levels are calculated within five frequency bands for each of the 22
regions shown in Fig. 9.
Three types of analysis are performed using the EEG power results. First, a t-test
provides comparisons for EEG power between the following pairs of groups: M/F,
ACT/REF, SNS/INT, SEQ/GLO, and VIS/VRB. Second, the EEG power from the mental
rotation sub-tasks is correlated with LSI scores from both the continuous and divided
scales. Third, the EEG power from the mental rotation sub-tasks is correlated with task
scores. The Ravens and TOL tasks are not correlated with LSI or task scores because
time did not permit. EEG power was averaged over the 22 regions.
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EEG Power Comparisons between Groups
Tables XXIV-XXVI display the t-test comparisons for EEG power in the alpha, beta,
and gamma bands for p<0.01. In the methods section, it was mentioned that EEG power
was calculated for six epochs. If a channel region is statistically significant for more than
one of the six epochs within a task, the percent difference between groups was averaged
for every epoch it appeared. The theta and delta bands resulted in differences between
males in females across all regions of the brain. To reduce the amount of displayed data,
and because they have unknown physical relevance, these bands were omitted.
Table XXIV. Statistically Significant Differnces in EEG Power between Learning Styles
and Gender Groups for Mental Rotation Sub-tasks (p<0.01)
Groups
M/F

Alpha
Region
FL2
PL2

Task
All
M

% Diff*
39
32

Beta
Region
FPL
FL2
TL1
PL2
TR1
PR2
PR2

Task
P, M
All
D
D
All
All
D

% Diff*
-20
24
20
29
25
22
19

ACT/REF
FR1
PL2

SNS/INT
SEQ/GLO
VIS/VRB

P
P

-20
29

Gamma
Region
FPL
FL2
TR1
PR2
TL2

Task
All
D
All
All
D

% Diff*
-25
27
33
24
26

TR2
PR1
FR1
PR1
PL2

M
P, M
P
P
P, D

-18
-19
-27
15
-45

*Percent difference is calculated by (Group1-Group2)/average(group1,group2)
Table XXV. Statistically Significant Differnces in EEG Power between Learning Styles
and Gender Groups for Ravens Sub-tasks (p<0.01)
Groups
M/F

ACT/REF
SNS/INT
SEQ/GLO
VIS/VRB

Alpha
Region
FR2
FR1
FL2

Task
VA,VS
VA
VA,VS

% Diff
32
31
33

FR1

VA

-34

Beta
Region
FR2
FR1
FL2
PR2
CR

Task
VA,VS
VA
VA,VS
VA
VA
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% Diff
20
22
34
19
24

Gamma
Region Task
FL2
VA

% Diff
22

OR

VA

21

PR2

VA,VS

25
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Table XXVI. Statistically Significant Differnces in EEG Power between Learning Styles
and Gender Groups for TOL Sub-tasks (p<0.01)
Groups
M/F

Alpha
Region
FR2

Task
TOLH

% Diff
31

Beta
Region
FL1
FTL
CL
TL1
PL1
PL2
PR2
FL2
TL2
PR1
TR2
CR

Task
TOLH
TOLH/TOLE
TOLH
TOLH/TOLE
TOLH/TOLE
TOLH/TOLE
TOLH/TOLE
TOLE
TOLE
TOLE
TOLE
TOLE

% Diff
27
22
24
25
23
24
25
22
23
23
24
25

ACT/REF
SNS/INT

SEQ/GLO
VIS/VRB

TR1

TOLH/TOLE

Gamma
Region Task
PR2
TOLH

% Diff
24

FL1
FL2
CL
CR
PL1
OL

-21
-25
-18
-30
-20
-20

TOLH
TOLH
TOLH
TOLH
TOLH
TOLH

21

For all tasks, the male and female comparisons accounted for most of the differences in
EEG power. Differences in electrode impedance might cause this large difference
between genders; however, there were no statistically significant differences in electrode
impedances between males and females. For all the statistically significant differences
between males and females, males always exhibited higher power except for the left prefrontal channels in the gamma and beta bands on the rotation tasks.
REF learners showed significantly higher gamma power in the right temporal and
parietal regions on the P and M tasks. ACT learners had higher scores than REF learners
on those tasks. Conversely, ACT learners had significantly higher gamma power on the
VA task in the right occipital region. REF learners had higher scores on this task
compared to ACT learners.
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INT learners exhibited significantly higher beta and gamma power than SNS learners
on the P task in the right frontal channels and on the TOLH task in the left hemisphere
across several channels in the frontal, central, parietal, and occipital regions. INT learners
also had higher alpha power on the VA task in the right frontal channels. Recall that INT
learners also scored much higher on all tasks, especially the TOLH task where many
power differences were observed.
SEQ learners had significantly higher beta and gamma power on the P rotation task in
the right and left parietal regions, on the ravens tasks in the right parietal regions, and on
the TOL tasks in the right temporal region. Recall that SEQ learners scored lower than
GLO learners on all tasks, but the TOLE.
Only one significant difference in EEG power was observed between VRB and VIS
learners. VRB learners had significantly higher power on the P and D rotation tasks in the
left parietal channels.
The EEG power results show that learning styles are using different brain regions more
so than others for the same tasks. These differences in EEG power could be the result of
different learning types applying different strategies. The behavioral results indicate that
the differences in cognitive strategies might impact the performance. Correlations
between EEG power and scores can provide more insight into the relationship between
brain activation and behavioral performance. Correlations between EEG power and LSI
scores can also provide insight into the differences between cognitive strategies among
learning types. The following sections provide results from these two types of
correlations using the mental rotation results. The results from Tables XXIV-XXVI do
not indicate how learning styles might differ within genders, so the following sections
will present correlations within genders.
EEG Power Correlation with LSI Scores
Table XXVII gives the correlations between EEG power and LSI scores with p<0.01.
The p-value is lowered to 0.01 to reduce the number of significant correlations. Even
then, there are still many significant correlations. Table XXVII only gives correlations in
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the beta frequency band. The beta frequency band is associated with active cognitive
states. A plus or minus sign in parenthesis next to the LSI scale indicates a positive or
negative correlation, respectively. LSI scales are correlated using both continuous and
divided scales.
Table XXVII. Statistically Significant Correlations between EEG Power and LSI Scores
for Mental Rotation Sub-tasks (p<0.01)
LSI Scale
ACT M(+)
SNS F(+)
SNS F(+)
SNS F(+)
SNS M(-)
SNS/INT M(-)
SEQ M(+)
GLO F(+)
GLO F(+)
GLO F(+)
GLO M(-)
SEQ/GLO M(-)
VIS M(-)
VRB F(+)
VRB F(-)
VRB F(-)
VRB F(-)

Task
D,P,M
D
P
M
P
D
D
D
P
M
P,M
D
D,M
D,P,M
D
P
D,P,M

Correlated Regions
PR2
TL2 PL1
OR
PL2
PR2
TL1 FR1
FTL
CL
PL1 OR
CL
PL2 FR1
FL1 FCL CL
PL2
FR1
FPR
FR1 FR2
FL2
CL
PL1
FL1
TL2

The correlations in Table XXVII indicate that relationships exist between LSI scales
and EEG power. The differences in significant correlations between genders for the
learning types indicate that learning styles may have different meanings for males and
females. Most of the significant correlations are seen for SNS, GLO, and VRB females.
This could mean that SNS, GLO, and VRB females are more sensitive to their learning
type than males of the same categories.
EEG Power Correlation with Task Scores
Table XXVIII gives the correlations between beta EEG power and task scores with
p<0.01. A plus or minus sign in parenthesis next to the task indicates a positive or
negative correlation, respectively.
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Table XXVIII. Statistically Significant Correlations between EEG power and Task
Scores for Mental Rotation Sub-tasks (p<0.01)
Group
ACT F
ACT F
ACT M
REF M
SNS F
SNS F
SNS F
SNS F
SNS M
INT M
INT M
SEQ M
SEQ M
SEQ M
GLO F
GLO M
VRB F
VRB F
VRB F
VRB F
VRB M

Task
D(+)
P(+)
M(-)
M(-)
P(-)
P(+)
M(+)
D(+)
D(+)
P(+)
D(-)
D(-)
P(+)
M(-)
P(+)
P(-)
M(-)
M(+)
D(-)
P(-)
M(-)

Correlated Regions
FR1 FCR
TR1
FCL FTR
FR1
FCL CR
FR1 FR2 TR1
FCL
PL1
FR2
FCL CL
FCR CR
PR2
FL1
FCL CL
TL1 PL1 POL CR TR2 PR1 POR
FR1 PR2
FR2 FTR TR1
FTR
FL1 FL2 PR1
FPR
FR1 FR2
FR2 FCR
TL1 FCR FTR

Table XXVII shows many significant correlations between EEG power and behavioral
performance that differs among learning types. Similar to the correlations between EEG
power and LSI scores, the correlations in Table XXVII are also different between males
and females. The differences in correlations between learning types indicates that some
learning types may be more sensitive to their cognitive strategy than others. For instance,
VRB females' behavioral performance seems to have a strong relationship with their
cognitive performance while VIS females' behavioral performance is not related to their
cognitive performance.
Conclusions
The results presented in this chapter indicate that there are strong behavioral and
cognitive differences between learning types, as well as genders. The learning styles'
spectra show a relationship with both behavioral and cognitive performance. This
indicates that learning types use different strategies when performing tasks that involve
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visual spatial processing, analytical reasoning, and planning. Their strategies might be
responsible for their scores and response times. When broken down into genders, learning
types present different relationships between their LSI score and behavioral performance
or cognitive performance. These results indicate that performance in engineering
classrooms may be dependent upon not only learning types, but also their gender.
EEG can only provide information at the scalp level. Power is calculated across regions
on the scalp, and not for specific brain structures. Chapter 11 provides results from fMRI
data taken while participants performed the same three tasks. The fMRI data provides a
better look at brain activation during the tasks.
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APPENDIX C
LEARNING STYLES FMRI STUDY
Methods
Participant Selection
This study is approved by the Texas Tech Human Subjects Internal Review Board. The
fMRI study consists of 20 participants drawn from the 62 EEG participants. Of the 20
fMRI participants, 10 are male and 10 are female. All of the fMRI participants are right
handed. Since the fMRI participants are drawn from the EEG participants, they do not
need to complete the FSLSI as they have already completed it.
Task Description
The same three tasks are presented with E-Prime during the participants'' fMRI: TOL,
Ravens, and Mental Rotation. The same E-Prime presentations are used for both the EEG
and fMRI portions of the study. Participants are given two keypads, one for each hand,
with two buttons on each keypad. Participants use the four buttons from the two keypads
to respond to questions. Aside from synchronizing with behavioral data, E-Prime is also
used to synchronize the fMRI recording with behavioral data through an Ethernet
connection. The fMRI recording is triggered by a timing pulse sent from E-Prime.
fMRI
For the fMRI study, participants receive a simultaneous EEG and fMRI while
completing the same three cognitive tasks from the EEG session: a mental rotation task,
tower of London task, and ravens matrix task. The EEG data recorded during the fMRI
will not be discussed in this dissertation. The tasks are projected onto an MRI safe screen
above the participants head.
Imaging is performed on a 3 Tesla Siemens Skyra Magnet. For all participants, a T1
structural image is acquired to coregister with fMRI images (192 slices, .9x.9x.9mm
voxel size, TR = 1900ms, TE = 2.49ms, flip angle = 9degrees). EPI images are acquired
for each of the three tasks (48 slices, 3x3x3mm voxel size, TR=3000ms, TE=30ms, flip
angles = 80 degrees).
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Behavioral Results
The distributions of learning styles for the fMRI study are given in Table XXIX.
Compared to the EEG study, the ratio of ACT to REF learners is much larger (33:29 in
the EEG study). The SEQ/GLO ratio is also different from the EEG study, with the EEG
study having a ratio of 37:25 (more SEQ learners than GLO). The SNS/INT and
VIS/VRB distributions are very similar to the distributions seen during the EEG study.
Table XXIX. Distribution of Participants' Learning Styles
ACT
15
REF
5

SNS
12
INT
8

SEQ
9
GLO
11

VIS
17
VRB
3

The sub-task scores and response times for gender and learning sty les groups during
the fMRI portion of the study are given in Tables XXX-XXXII. The VIS/VRB data are
left out because their cognitive data will not be presented. Asterisks indicate significant
differences between groups with p<0.05.
The Mental Rotation scores are very different from the EEG study. Most mental
rotation average scores are much lower than the EEG study averages except for the P
sub-task for F, ACT, SNS, an SEQ groups. Despite the lower scores, all mental rotation
sub-task response times are lower than the corresponding response times from the EEG
study. There are also no significant differences (p<0.05) between groups on the mental
rotation behavioral data.
Table XXX. Average Scores and Response Times (RT) for Mental Rotaiton Sub-tasks
Task
D
P
M
Task
D
P
M

Scores (% correct)
M
F
ACT
REF
70
68
71
62
59
68
66
56
48
47
50
40
RT (seconds)
M
F
ACT
REF
4.8 5.8
5.2
5.6
6.7 7.4
6.7
7.9
6.6 6.3
6.6
5.9
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SNS
68
69
54

INT
71
56
38

SEQ
69
69
51

GLO
69
59
44

SNS
5.5
7.2
6.7

INT
5.0
6.7
6.1

SEQ
5.4
6.9
6.4

GLO
5.2
7.1
6.5
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Tower of London sub-task average scores are about the same as the EEG study, except
for the INT learners who scored much lower on the TOLE sub-task for the fMRI portion
of the study. All groups had slower response times on the TOLE sub-task compared to
the EEG study, but faster response times on the TOLH hard task by almost 3 seconds.
There are significant differences between the M/F and ACT/REF groups on the TOLE
sub-task response times.
Table XXXI. Average Scores and Response Times (RT) for TOL Sub-tasks
Task
TOL E
TOL H
Task
TOL E
TOL H

Scores (% correct)
M
F
ACT REF
87
79
85
76
86
85
86
84
RT (seconds)
M
F
ACT REF
5.5* 6.2* 5.7* 6.2*
3.6
4.2
3.7
4.4

SNS
84
86

INT
81
85

SEQ
87
86

GLO
80
85

SNS
5.9
3.9

INT
5.8
3.9

SEQ
5.8
3.7

GLO
5.9
4.0

Ravens sub-task scores for the fMRI study are higher on all sub-tasks for all groups
except the REF group who scored lower on the RVA task. In addition to having higher
scores, response times are also faster across all sub-tasks for all groups during the fMRI
study. There are significant differences between the ACT/REF groups on the RVA subtask scores.
Table XXXII. Average Scores and Response Times (RT) for Ravens Sub-tasks
Task
RVS
RVA
Task
RVS
RVA

Scores (% correct)
M
F
ACT REF
57 70
63
64
73 74 77*
64*
RT (seconds)
M
F
ACT REF
6.7 7.1
6.5
8.0
5.6 5.6
5.4
6.1

SNS
65
73

INT
61
75

SEQ
57
73

GLO
69
75

SNS
6.6
5.7

INT
7.2
5.4

SEQ
6.7
5.6

GLO
7.0
5.6

In general, the M/F group had less significant differences in behavioral data on all tests
when compared to the EEG portion of the study, with females showing the most
improvement between the EEG study and the fMRI study, both in higher scores and
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faster response times.SNS learners also showed more improvement on scores and
response times than INT learners on all tasks.
fMRI Results
Preprocessing and post processing are both performed using SPM8 software in
MATLAB. Preprocessing steps include reorienting, realignment to the first volume,
motion correction, coregistration of the T1 structural image to the mean functional image,
spatial normalization of the structural image (1x1x1 mm voxel size) and the functional
images (3x3x3 mm voxel size), and smoothing using a 10 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.
Design matrices are created for all tasks using a block model. The design matrices are
convolved with the hemodynamic response. The general linear model (GLM) approach is
used to determine voxel activations at the single subject level. Single subject statistical
maps are generated for each sub-task using the contrasts in Table XXXIII. When
contrasts such as P<Baseline, D<Baseline, and M<Baseline are used for the Mental
Rotation contrasts, no statistically significant voxels are found (p<.001 uncorrected). The
lack of significant voxels for the latter contrasts motivates the need for the Mental
Rotation contrasts in table XXXIII. It is possible that the baseline mental rotation task is
too similar to the rotation tasks for there to be any significant differences.
Table XXXIII. Single Subject Contrasts
Mental rotation
M<P
P<M
M<D
D<M

Tower of London
TOLE<Baseline

Ravens
RV S<Baseline

TOLH<Baseline

RVA<Baseline

The single-subject SPM’s are used to generate group-level T-maps using a one-sample
t-test for the following groups: M, F, ACT, REF, SNS, INT, SEQ, and GLO. Two-sample
t-tests are used to evaluate the following group contrasts: M<F, F<M, ACT<REF,
REF<ACT, SNS<INT, INT<SNS, SEQ<GLO, GLO<SEQ. VIS and VRB learners are
not compared because the VRB group is very small compared to the VIS group. The
fMRI results for each of the three tasks are presented in the following sections.
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Mental Rotation
Table XXXIV shows activations across all groups for the mental rotation contrasts,
P>M and D>M. The activations are displayed on a T-Value scale, shown in Fig. 1. The
contrasts, M>P and M>D are not shown because there are very few significant
activations (p<0.01 uncorrected).
Table XXXIV. Statistically Significant Brain Activations for P>M and D>M Mental
Rotation Contrasts
P>M
M

D>M

Male Depth-Mirror

No significant activations
SEQ Depth-Mirror
Female Plane-Mirror
SEQ Depth-Mirror

Female Depth-Mirror

INT Depth-Mirror
ACT Plane-Mirror
GLO Depth-Mirror

ACT Depth-Mirror

F

ACT

GLO Depth-Mirror

REF Plane-Mirror
SNS Depth-Mirror

REF Depth-Mirror

SEQ Plane-Mirror

SEQ Depth-Mirror

SEQ Plane-Mirror
INT Depth-Mirror

SEQ Depth-Mirror

REF
SEQ
GLO

INT Plane-Mirror

INT Depth-Mirror

GLO Plane-Mirror

GLO Depth-Mirror

GLO Plane-Mirror
SNS Depth-Mirror

GLO Depth-Mirror

SNS Plane-Mirror

SNS Depth-Mirror

SNS

SEQ Plane-Mirror
SEQ Plane-Mirror
INT Depth-Mirror

INT Plane-Mirror

INT

INT Plane-Mirror
GLO Plane-Mirror
GLO Plane-Mirror
SNS Depth-Mirror

SNS Plane-Mirror

SNS Plane-Mirror

T-Value
4

5

6

7

8
INT Plane-Mirror

Fig. 1. T-Value scale for brain activations.

SNS Plane-Mirror
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Overall, the D>M contrasts results in more significant activations than the P>M task,
possibly reflecting the similarity between Mirror and Plane rotation since both occur
within the plane of the screen. The D>M and P>M contrasts always had more significant
activations than the M>D or M>P tasks, indicating that the rotation tasks, especially the
D task, incorporate more cognitive processes. Across the F, ACT, and INT, when
significant activation occurred for the M>D contrasts, the activations were seen in BA's
17 and 18, the visual cortex. The following sections will describe differences in
activation between groups.
Consistent with literature, the mental rotation task results in many differences between
males and females, with females having many more differences in activation between the
mirror and rotation tasks. In general, females showed more significant (p<0.01 unc.)
activations than males for the D>M and P>M contrasts, with activations occurring in the
primary motor cortex, premotor cortex, sensorimotor cortex, and prefrontal cortex (BA's
4-9), as well as the right insula (BA 13). These activations are consistent with previous
mental rotation activations involving motor and memory functions [Jordan 2002]. This
makes sense that the rotation tasks would require more motor function than the mental
rotation task. A couple of activations on the D>M contrast resulted in significance with
p<0.05 corrected for females: the middle temporal gyrus and cingulate gyrus (BA's 31
and 39)...both associated with high levels of spatial processing. Males had very few
significant differences in activation between the rotation and mirror tasks, with no areas
associated with motor or sensory functions. This suggests that the males may be applying
the same strategies to the rotation task and the mirror task. Although males have similar
scores on these tasks as females, they are performing the tasks almost a second faster than
females; so the lack of male activations do not reflect inhibited performance. The twosample t-tests between males and females indicate a significant difference (p<0.01
uncorrected) for the P<M contrast with females having higher activations in the left
postcentral gyrus and left cuneus (BA's 18 and 2), areas associated with visual processing
and touch.
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ACT learners had significant activations for the P>M and D>M contrasts, especially in
the right motor cortex (BA's 4 and 6) and right cingulate gyrus (BA 31). These results
indicate that ACT learners incorporate motor processes more in their rotation tasks than
the mirror task. ACT learners use of motor skills for mental rotation and not mirror tasks
might attribute to their higher scores and faster response times on the mental rotation subtasks.
SNS learners had many more significant activations than INT learners for the P>M
contrast. Many of these activations occur in the right motor cortex (BA's 3-8), left
posterior cingulate gyrus (BA 31), right cingulate gyrus (BA's 24, 32), and right superior
temporal gyrus (BA 39). These areas are consistent with mental rotation: visual-spatial
processing and motor control and inhibition. Similarly to the ACT learners, SNS learners
seem to be using more motor and visual-spatial processes on both rotation tasks than the
mirror tasks. Conversely, the INT learners seem to use the same processes for the P and
M tasks. Since SNS learners score much better than INT learners on the M task (by
almost 20 points), maybe the suppression of motor processes on the mirror task improves
performance.
Following the pattern of SNS and ACT learners, SEQ learners had many more
activations for the P<M task than the GLO learners, specifically in the right unsula and
motor cortex (BA's 13, 4, 6). SEQ learners are utilizing motor processes on the P task
while GLO learners use similar processes between the P and M tasks. In accordance with
previous patterns by the SNS and ACT learners, the incorporations of motor processes on
the P task (or suppression of motor processes on the M task) seems to result in higher
scores and faster response times.
Ravens
Table XXXV shows activations across all groups for the Ravens subtasks. The sub-task
activations are obtained through the contrasts RVS>baseline and RVA>baseline. The
activations are displayed on a T-Value scale, shown in Fig. 1.
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Table XXXV. Statistically Significant Brain Activations for RVS and RVA Sub-tasks
RVS

RVA
Male RVA

Male RVS

M
Female RVA

Female RVS

F
ACT RVS

ACT

No significant activations
REF RVS

REF RVA

SEQ RVS

SEQ RVA

GLO RVS

GLO RVA

REF

SEQ

GLO
SNS RVS

SNS

No significant activations
INT RVS

INT RVA

INT

In general, across all groups, the RVS task resulted in more activations than the RVA
task. RVS activations include the visual cortex (BA's 17-19), the left premotor cortex
(BA 6), as well as the left and right sensorimotor cortex (BA 7). The following sections
will describe differences in activation between groups.
Surprisingly, there are few differences between males and females on both RVS and
RVA tasks. Using a two-sample t-test for p<0.01 unc., the males show higher activation
than females in the anterior cingulate, an area associated with many processes such as
verbal suppression, working memory, and visuospatial attention. There were no
significant differences between males and females on the RVS task. The RVA task
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resulted in very little activation for either group. It is not surprising the RVS task would
involve areas consistent with visuo-spatial processing more than the RVA task.
The ACT and REF learners showed interesting differences on the RVS task. While
both groups had significant activations in the visual cortex, only the ACT group
displayed activations associated with motor control (BA's 6, 7, 9, 13). Despite, their
differences in brain activations, ACT and REF learners had not differences on their
behavioral results for the RVS task. On the RVA task, the ACT learners had no
significant activations while the REF learners had many. In addition to having less
activation, ACT learners had higher scores and faster response times on the RVA task.
Using a two-sample t-test with p<0.01 unc., significant differences between ACT and
REF learners occurred in the right prefrontal cortex (BA 8) and the left frontal gyrus (BA
11), with REF learners having higher activations.
INT and SNS learners mostly had similar activation for the RVS task. A two-sample ttest revealed significant differences between INT and SNS learners on the RVS task in
the right and left anterior cingulate (BA 32), where INT learners had greater activation.
INT learners had much significant activation for the RVA task while SNS learners had
none. Significant differences between the two groups on the RVA task were seen in the
right frontal gyrus (BA's 6, 8, 10) as well as the posterior cingulate gyrus (BA 30), with
INT learners having greater activation. These regions are associated with memory and
language, indicating that INT learners might be using verbal processes more than the
SNS learners.
SEQ and GLO learners had similar activations on both the RVA and RVS tasks. When
compared using a two-sample t-test, SEQ learners had significantly more activation in
right precuneus (BA 7) and the right prefrontal cortex (BA 9) on the RVS task. These
activations could be the result of many processes involving language, memory, motor
control, and even planning. Perhaps SEQ learners are using a sequential analysis of the
RVS task using verbal processes and planning. SEQ learners also have significantly more
activation in the left frontal gyrus (BA 47) than the GLO learners on the RVA task, an
area associated with reasoning and verbal processes.
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TOL
Table XXXVI shows activations across all groups for the TOL subtasks. The sub-task
activations are obtained through the contrasts TOLE>baseline and TOLH>baseline. The
activations are displayed on a T-Value scale, shown in Fig. 1.
Table XXXVI. Statistically Significant Brain Activations for TOLE and TOLH Sub-tasks
TOLE
M

TOLH
Male TOLH

No significant activations
Female TOLH

F

No significant activations
ACT TOLE

ACT TOLH

REF TOLE

REF TOLH

SEQ TOLE

SEQ TOLH

ACT

REF

SEQ
GLO TOLH

GLO

No significant activations
SNS TOLH

SNS

No significant activations
INT TOLH

INT

No significant activations

For all groups, the TOLH task resulted in more statistically significant activations than
the TOLE task. TOLH activations include insular cortex, premotor cortex, and frontal
cortex regions (BA's 6-10, 13) as well as the secondary visual cortex (BA 19), consistent
with previous studies using TOL stimuli [89]. The following sections will describe
differences in activation between groups.
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Similar to the Ravens sub-tasks, males and females had almost no difference in
activations on the TOLH and TOLE sub-tasks. Neither groups had any activations on the
TOLE task while they had many activations on the TOLH task. A two-sample t-test
revealed significantly more activation for females on the TOLH task in the left cingulate
gyrus (BA 24). Despite the lack of differences in activations, males had faster response
times and higher scores compared to the females.
ACT learners had significantly stronger activations in several regions on the TOLH
task when compared to REF learners: the left prefrontal cortex (BA 9), the right superior
temporal gyrus (BA 22), and the right parahippocampal gyrus (BA 35). The first two
regions correspond to language processes and memory while the last region is associated
with memory. In addition, ACT learners also had significantly stronger activations on the
TOLE task in areas also associated with language and memory (BA's 13, 22, 27, 39).
ACT learners had significantly faster response times as well as slightly higher scores
compared to the REF learners.
Neither the SNS or INT learners had any significant activations on the TOLE task nor
did the two groups have any significant differences on the TOLE task. The SNS and INT
groups had almost identical activations on the TOLH task, with the SNS learners having
slightly more activations, mainly in the left frontal cortex (BA's 18, 19). A two-sample ttest revealed significant differences between the two groups in the left parahippocampal
gyrus (BA 36), with SNS learners having greater activation. Just as the INT and SNS
learners had very little differences in activations, they also had almost no difference in
behavioral data.
The SEQ learners had statistically significantly greater activation on the TOLH task in
the left prefrontal cortex (BA 10) and the right anterior cingulate (BA 24). In addition,
they also had significantly greater activation on the TOLE task in the left anterior
cingulate (BA 32). SEQ learners also had slightly higher scores and faster response times
on both sub-tasks.
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Conclusions
The fMRI results presented in this chapter indicate differences in brain activation
between learning types on three cognitive tasks. These fMRI results indicate that
different learning types incorporate different cognitive strategies, which also correspond
to differences in behavioral performance. Further works needs to be done before settling
on any definite conclusions. This chapter provides a look at the preliminary results from
the fMRI portion of the Learning Styles study. Future work will be published elsewhere.
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APPENDIX D
MATLAB CODE
ABEAR Functions
badepoch1
%This function performs the first part of the bad epoch detection for
%ABEAR. It computes the percent error in variance and spectrum among
%epochs. The outputs of this function are given to the function, badepoch2.
%The inputs to this function are:
%EEG - an EEGLab data structure
%ncomp - the number of ICA components
%nchan - the number of EEG channels
function [espect,evar,spectperdiffout,varperdiffout]=badepoch1(EEG,ncomp,nchan)
%Compute ICA components from the EEG data structure
comps_unepoch =(EEG.icaweights*EEG.icasphere)*reshape(EEG.data, nchan, []);
comps = reshape(comps_unepoch,nchan,EEG.pnts,EEG.trials);
%Spectra frequency cutoffs
flow = .5; %Hz
fhigh = 50; %Hz
for i = 1:ncomp
for enum = 1:EEG.trials
%Spectra computation for each epoch and each component
[spectra,F] = pwelch(comps(i,:,enum),[],[],[],EEG.srate);
lowidx = length(find(F<=flow));
highidx = length(find(F>=fhigh));
highidx = length(spectra)-highidx;
espect(i,:,enum)=spectra(lowidx:highidx);
%Variance computation for each epoch and each component
evar(i,:,enum) = var(comps(i,:,enum));
end
%For each component, compute the spectra percent error
dspect = bsxfun (@minus, espect(i,:,:), mean(espect(i,:,:),3));
dspect = bsxfun (@rdivide, dspect, mean(espect(i,:,:),3));
spectperdiff = mean(abs(dspect),2);
spectperdiff = reshape(spectperdiff,1,EEG.trials);
spectperdiffout(i,:) = spectperdiff;
%For each component, compute the variance percent error
dvar = bsxfun (@minus, evar(i,:,:), mean(evar(i,:,:),3));
dvar = bsxfun (@rdivide, dvar, mean(evar(i,:,:),3));
varperdiff = mean(abs(dvar),2);
varperdiff = reshape(varperdiff,1,EEG.trials);
varperdiffout(i,:) = varperdiff;
end
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badepoch2
%This function performs the second part of the bad epoch detection for
%ABEAR. It identifies bad epochs based on the percent error in variance and
%spectrum among epochs from badepoch1 and then adjusts the epoch variance and
%spectra means by leaving out the labeled bad epochs. It them recomputes the
%percent error in variance and spectrum among epochs based on the adjusted
%means and relabels bad epochs.
%The inputs to this function are:
%EEG - an EEGLab EEG structure
%perdiff - the threshold for spectperdiff1, varperdiff1, spectperdiff2, and
%varperdiff2 for a component to be labeled as "bad"
%percomp - the percent of components within an epoch that must be labeled as
%"bad" in order for an epoch to be considered bad
function badepoch=badepoch2(EEG,percomp,perdiff)
nchan = EEG.nbchan; %Number of channels
ncomp = size(EEG.icawinv,2); %Number of ICA components
%Perform badepoch1
[espect,evar,spectperdiff1,varperdiff1]=badepoch1(EEG,ncomp,nchan);
nepoch = size(espect,3); %Number of epochs
spectmark = zeros(ncomp,nepoch);
varmark = zeros(ncomp,nepoch);
badepoch = zeros(1,nepoch);
for i = 1:ncomp
%For each component, mark epochs with more than perdiff change in
%spectra or variance
spectmark(i,(spectperdiff1(i,:)>=perdiff))=1;
varmark(i,(varperdiff1(i,:)>=perdiff))=1;
end
%Mark epochs with percomp of components having more than perdiff change in
%spectra or variance
spectmarksum = sum(spectmark,1);
varmarksum = sum(varmark,1);
badepoch(spectmarksum>=percomp*ncomp)=1;
badepoch(varmarksum>=percomp*ncomp)=1;
for i = 1:ncomp
%For each component, compute the spectra percent error between each
%epoch and adjusted average across epochs
dspect = bsxfun (@minus, espect(i,:,:), mean(espect(i,:,(badepoch==0)),3));
dspect = bsxfun (@rdivide, dspect, mean(espect(i,:,(badepoch==0)),3));
spectperdiff = mean(abs(dspect),2);
spectperdiff = reshape(spectperdiff,1,nepoch);
%For each component, compute the variance percent error between each
%epoch and adjusted average across epochs
dvar = bsxfun (@minus, evar(i,:,:), mean(evar(i,:,(badepoch==0)),3));
dvar = bsxfun (@rdivide, dvar, mean(evar(i,:,(badepoch==0)),3));
varperdiff = mean(abs(dvar),2);
varperdiff = reshape(varperdiff,1,nepoch);
%For each component, mark epochs with more than perdiff change in
%spectra or variance
spectmark(i,(spectperdiff>=perdiff))=1;
varmark(i,(varperdiff>=perdiff))=1;
end
badepoch = zeros(1,nepoch);
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%Mark epochs with percomp of components having more than perdiff change in
%spectra or variance
spectmarksum = sum(spectmark,1);
varmarksum = sum(varmark,1);
badepoch(spectmarksum>=percomp*ncomp)=1;
badepoch(varmarksum>=percomp*ncomp)=1;
%If there are over nepoch*.25 bad epochs, eliminate the ones with smallest
%changes in spectra and variance
if length(find(badepoch==1))>floor(nepoch*.25)
badepoch = zeros(1,nepoch);
[~,varspectsort] = sort([varmarksum,spectmarksum],2,'descend');
eidx = zeros(1,nepoch);
cnt = 1;
while length(find(eidx==1))<floor(nepoch*.25)
enum=mod(varspectsort(cnt),nepoch);
if enum==0
enum = nepoch;
end
if eidx(enum)~=1
badepoch(1,enum) = 1;
end
eidx(enum)=1;
cnt = cnt+1;
end
end
badepoch = find(badepoch==1);

comp_feat
%This function computes features from ICA components. It gives the option
%of types of feature (feattype).
%The inputs to this function are:
%EEG - an EEGLab data structure
%feattype - which type of feature to compute (1-8)
%1:Topography
%2:Spectrum
%3:Autocorrelation
%4:Sym3 Approximate Coeff
%5:Sym3 Detail Coeff
%6:Rbio1.5 Approximate Coeff
%7:Rbio1.5 Detail Coeff
%8:8 1-dimensional features
function feat=comp_feat(EEG,feattype)
nchan = EEG.nbchan; %Number of EEG channels
ncomp = size(EEG.icawinv,2); %Number of ICA components
%Compute ICA components
comps=(EEG.icaweights*EEG.icasphere)*reshape(EEG.data, nchan, []);
switch feattype
case 1 %Topography
top = EEG.icawinv;
top = top';
top = abs(top);
feat = bsxfun (@rdivide, top, max(top,[],2));
case 2 %Spectrum
for compnum = 1:ncomp
[spectra,F] = pwelch(comps(compnum,:),EEG.pnts,[],[],EEG.srate);
flow = .5; %Hz
fhigh = 50; %Hz
lowidx = length(find(F<=flow));
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highidx = length(find(F>=fhigh));
highidx = length(spectra)-highidx;
feat(compnum,:)=abs(spectra(lowidx:highidx));
end
case 3 %Autocorrelation
for compnum = 1:ncomp
temp = xcorr(comps(compnum,:),'coeff');
feat(compnum,:) = abs(temp((1+length(temp))/2:length(temp)));
end
case 4 %Sym3 Appx
wav_level = 4;
wav_type = 'sym3';
for compnum = 1:ncomp
[C,L] = wavedec(comps(compnum,:),wav_level,wav_type);
feat(compnum,:) = abs(appcoef(C,L,wav_type,wav_level));
end
case 5 %Sym3 Det
wav_level = 4;
wav_type = 'sym3';
for compnum = 1:ncomp
[C,L] = wavedec(comps(compnum,:),wav_level,wav_type);
feat(compnum,:) = abs(detcoef(C,L,wav_level));
end
case 6 %Rbio1.5 Appx
wav_level = 4;
wav_type = 'rbio1.5';
for compnum = 1:ncomp
[C,L] = wavedec(comps(compnum,:),wav_level,wav_type);
feat(compnum,:) = abs(appcoef(C,L,wav_type,wav_level));
end
case 7 %Rbio1.5 Det
wav_level = 4;
wav_type = 'rbio1.5';
for compnum = 1:ncomp
[C,L] = wavedec(comps(compnum,:),wav_level,wav_type);
feat(compnum,:) = abs(detcoef(C,L,wav_level));
end
case 8 %1-D Features
%Histogram of topographies
top = EEG.icawinv;
top = top';
top = abs(top);
top = bsxfun (@rdivide, top, max(top,[],2));
tophist = hist(top');
tophist = tophist';
feat(:,1)=tophist(:,1);
for compnum = 1:ncomp
%Spectrum Fit 1 and 2
[spectra,F] = pwelch(comps(compnum,:),EEG.pnts,[],[],EEG.srate);
flow = .5; %Hz
fhigh = 50; %Hz
lowidx = length(find(F<=flow));
highidx = length(find(F>=fhigh));
highidx = length(spectra)-highidx;
comp_spect=abs(spectra(lowidx:highidx));
freqs = F(lowidx:highidx);
fit(1,:) = polyfit(freqs,smooth(comp_spect(compnum,:),10),2);
feat(compnum,2)=fit(1,1);
feat(compnum,3)=fit(1,2);
%Location Scores
%For front of head:
maxangle = 55;
radmin = .38;
frontmark = zeros(nchan,1);
for i=1:nchan
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theta = EEG.chanlocs(1,i).theta;
rad = EEG.chanlocs(1,i).radius;
if abs(theta)<=maxangle && rad>=radmin
frontmark(i)=1;
end
end
%For emg locations on head:
periphmark=zeros(1,nchan);
for i=1:nchan
rad = EEG.chanlocs(1,i).radius;
if rad>=radmin
periphmark(i)=1;
end
end
%Find where power is mainly distributed
[vals,topchan] = sort(top(compnum,:),'descend');
topchan = topchan(vals>=.4);
feat(compnum,4) = sum(frontmark(topchan))./length(topchan);
feat(compnum,5) = sum(periphmark(topchan))./length(topchan);
%Average Autocorrelation
temp = xcorr(comps(compnum,:),'coeff');
feat(compnum,6) = mean(abs(temp((1+length(temp))/2:length(temp))));
%Lorentz Threshold and Sym3 Repeatability
wav_level = 4;
wav_type = 'sym3';
[C,L] = wavedec(comps(compnum,:),wav_level,wav_type);
app1(1,:) = abs(appcoef(C,L,wav_type,wav_level));
feat(compnum,7) = sqrt(sum(app1(1,:).^2)./length(app1(1,:)));
feat(compnum,8) = length(find(app1(1,:)>=2*lorentz(compnum,1)));
end
for i = 1:8
if max(abs(feat(:,i)))~=0
feat(:,i) = feat(:,i)./max(abs(feat(:,i)));
else
feat(:,i) = feat(:,i);
end
end
end

cluster
%This function implements clustering on the component features.
%The inputs to this function are:
%feat - the component features generated by comp_feat
%ncomp - the number of components
%nclus - the initial number of clusters
%art - the list of labeled components
%clustype - the type of clustering to perform: 'kmeans' or 'isodata'
%nrep - the number of times to repeat clustering
%niter - the number of iterations
function [Class,Center]=cluster(feat,ncomp,nclus,art,clustype, nrep, niter)
warning('off','stats:kmeans:EmptyCluster');
%If components are already marked as artifatual, do not cluster them
temp = feat;
if isempty(art)~=1
temp(art,:)=[];
end
%Reduce number of clusters if it's greater than the number of components
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if length(unique(temp))<=nclus
nclus = length(unique(temp));
end
%Isodata inputs
minclus = ceil(.1*ncomp); %minimum number of clusters for Isodata
mmin = 1; %minimum number of members per cluster for Isodata
switch clustype
case 'kmeans'
e=1;
while e == 1
try
%Perform kmeans clustering
[Class,Center] =
kmeans(temp,nclus,'Replicates',nrep,'EmptyAction','singleton','MaxIter',niter);
e = 0;
catch ME
e = 1;
end
end
case 'isodata'
e=1;
while e == 1
%Perform modified isodata clustering
[Class,Center] = isodata_modified(temp,nclus,nrep,niter,minclus,mmin);
e = 0;
end
end
if isempty(art)~=1
%Account for components are already marked as artifatual (class=0)
temp = art;
while isempty(temp)~=1
[y,idx]=min(temp);
if y==1
Class = [0;Class(y:end,:)];
temp(idx)=[];
else if y == ncomp
Class = [Class(1:y-1,:);0];
temp(idx)=[];
else
Kclass = [Kclass(1:y-1,:);0;Kclass(y:end,:)];
temp(idx)=[];
end
end
end
end
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isodata_modified
%This function implements modified isodata clustering.
%The inputs to this function are:
%X - the features to be clustered
%nclus - the initial number of clusters
%maxrun - the number of times to repeat clustering
%imax - the number of iterations
%minclus - the minimum number of clusters
%mmin - the minimum number of members per cluster
function [nearctemp,c] = isodata_modified(X,nclus,maxrun,imax,minclus,mmin)
parfor nrun = 1:maxrun
[N,nearctemp,c] = isodatahybridkmeans(X,minclus,imax,mmin,nclus);
%Calculate SSE
totdist = 0;
for i = 1:N
dist = 0;
for j = 1:length(find(nearctemp(:,1)==i))
temp = X(nearctemp(:,1)==i);
dist = sqrt(sum((temp(j,:)-c(i,:)).^2))+dist;
end
totdist = totdist + dist;
end
SSE(nrun) = totdist;
nearctemprun{nrun}=nearctemp;
crun{nrun} = c;
end
%Keep the results from the best run (min SSE)
[~,run] = min(SSE);
nearctemp = nearctemprun{run};
c = crun{run};

isodatahybridkmeans
%This function performs modified isodata clustering.
%The inputs to this function are:
%X - the features to be clustered
%nclus - the initial number of clusters
%imax - the number of iterations
%cmin - the minimum number of clusters
%mmin - the minimum number of members per cluster
function [N,nearctemp,c,iter] = isodatahybridkmeans(X,cmin,imax,mmin,nclus)
m = 2;
%Get data info
dsize = size(X,1);
dim = size(X,2);
if length(unique(X))<=nclus
nclus = length(unique(X));
cmin = 1;
end
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%Step 1: Initialize cluster centers
c = X(randsample(dsize,nclus),:);
if ~isfloat(c)
% X may be logical
c = double(c);
end
d = zeros(nclus,dsize);
for i=1:nclus
d(i,:) = sqrt(sum(((X-(ones(size(X,1),1)*c(i, :))).^2),1));
end
tmp = d.^(-2/(m-1));
u = tmp./(ones(nclus,1)*sum(tmp));
u(isnan(u))=1;
cmax = ceil(dsize/2);
check3 = 1;
N = nclus;
iter = 1;
while check3 == 1
check2 = 1;
check4 = 1;
while check2 == 1
check5 = 1;
warning('off','stats:kmeans:EmptyCluster');
e=1;
while e == 1
try
options = statset('UseParallel','always');
[nearctemp,c] =
kmeans(X,N,'EmptyAction','singleton','MaxIter',50,'start',c,'OnlinePhase','off','options'
,options);
e = 0;
catch ME
e = 1;
end
end
%Step2 2-5: Run fcm, compute nu, u, c, and u
%[nearctemp,c] =
kmeans(X,N,'EmptyAction','singleton','MaxIter',100,'start',c,'OnlinePhase','off');
d = zeros(N,dsize);
for i=1:N
d(i,:) = sqrt(sum(((X-(ones(size(X,1),1)*c(i, :))).^2),1));
nu = ((u(i,:).^2)*(d(i,:)'))./(sum(u(i,:).^2));
u(i,:) = (1+((d(i,:)./nu).^(1/(m-1)))).^(-1);
c(i,:) = ((u(i,:).^2)*X)./(sum(u(i,:).^2));
d(i,:) = sqrt(sum(((X-(ones(size(X,1),1)*c(i,:))).^2),1));
u(i,:) = (1+((d(i,:)./nu).^(1/(m-1)))).^(-1);
end
u(isnan(u))=1;
if iter<=imax %Last iteration...Step 18
if N>cmax
check4 = 1; %Step 8
check5 = 0; %Step 12
check2 = 0;
end
else
check5 = 0;
check4 = 0;
check2 = 0;
end
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if check5 == 1
%Step 12: Compute uavg
uavg = ones(1,N);
for i = 1:N
uavg(1,i) = (1/length(find(nearctemp==i)))*sum(u(i,nearctemp==i));
end
%Step 13: Split clusters with uavg<.5
StdDev=zeros(N,dim);
maxdim = zeros(N,1);
Ntemp = N;
ctemp = c;
cnt = 0;
for i=1:Ntemp
sel=find(nearctemp==i);
[StdDev(i),maxdim(i)] = max(std(X(sel,:)));
%Step 14: Split the cluster along the largest dimension
if (((uavg(i)<.5) && (length(sel)>(2*(mmin+1)))) || (N<=cmin))
cnt = cnt+1;
di=StdDev(i)*.5;
ctemp(N+1,:)=ctemp(i,:);
ctemp(i,maxdim(i))=ctemp(i,maxdim(i))+di;
ctemp(N+1,maxdim(i))=ctemp(N+1,maxdim(i))-di;
N=N+1;
end
end
c = ctemp;
d = zeros(N,dsize);
for i=1:N
d(i,:) = sqrt(sum(((X-(ones(size(X,1),1)*c(i, :))).^2),1));
end
tmp = d.^(-2/(m-1));
u = tmp./(ones(N,1)*sum(tmp));
u(isnan(u))=1;
%Return to step 2 if any clusters are split
if cnt >0
check2 = 1; %Clusters were split
iter = iter+1;
else
check2 = 0; %Clusters were not split
end
else
check2 = 0;
end
end
ctemp = c;
cnt = 0;
if check4==1
%Step 8: For each data point, find two largest memberships
memmax = [];
memcnt = 0;
for i = 1:dsize
[temp1,temp2] = sort(u(:,i),'descend');
if min(temp1(1:2))>=.2
memcnt = memcnt+1;
temp3 = sprintf('%d%d',sort(temp2(1:2)));
memmax(memcnt) = sscanf(temp3, '%d');
separated_pairs(memcnt,1:2)=sort(temp2(1:2));
end
end
%Step 9: Merge clusters with 20% overlapping data points (of largest
%cluster)
if (isempty(memmax))==0
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[pairs,pairidx] = unique(memmax);
separated_pairs=separated_pairs(pairidx,:);
npts = zeros(1,length(pairs));
for i = 1:length(pairs)
npts(i)=length(find(memmax==pairs(i)));
end
[sortednpts,pairsidx] = sort(npts,2,'descend');
cm = zeros(N,1);
delc = zeros(N,1);
numclus = size(ctemp,1);
paircnt = 1;
while ((numclus >= cmin) && (paircnt<length(pairsidx) ))
c1 = separated_pairs(pairsidx(paircnt),1);
c2 = separated_pairs(pairsidx(paircnt),2);
nmemmax = max(length(find(nearctemp==c1)),length(find(nearctemp==c2)));
if cm(c1)==0 && cm(c2)==0 && sortednpts(paircnt)>=.2*nmemmax
used = find(delc==1);
gtc1 = length(find(used<c1));
gtc2 = length(find(used<c2));
c1new = c1-gtc1;
c2new = c2-gtc2;
cm(c1)=1;
cm(c2)=1;
csize1 = length(find(nearctemp==c1));
csize2 = length(find(nearctemp==c2));
ctemp(c1new,:)=((csize1.*ctemp(c1new,:))+(csize2.*ctemp(c2new,:)))./(csize1+csize2);
ctemp(c2new,:)=[];
delc(c2)=1;
N=N-1;
cnt=cnt+1;
end
numclus = size(ctemp,1);
paircnt = paircnt+1;
end
end
c = ctemp;
d = zeros(N,dsize);
for i=1:N
d(i,:) = sqrt(sum(((X-(ones(size(X,1),1)*c(i, :))).^2),1));
end
tmp = d.^(-2/(m-1));
u = tmp./(ones(N,1)*sum(tmp));
u(isnan(u))=1;
end
%Return to step 2 if any clusters are merged and iter is less than imax
if cnt >0 && iter<imax
check3 = 1; %Clusters were merged
iter = iter+1;
else
check3 = 0; %Clusters were not merged
%Update nearctemp
[nearctemp,c] =
kmeans(X,N,'EmptyAction','singleton','MaxIter',100,'start',c,'OnlinePhase','off');
end
end
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cluslabel
%This function labels clusters as either artifactual or non-artifactual
%based on Chauvenet's Criterion. It then outputs a matrix with ones
%corresponding to artifactual components (located within artifactual
%clusters).
%The inputs to this function are:
%Class - the cluster memberships from the function, cluster
%mainfeat - the 8 1-dimensional features from the funciton, comp_feat
%art - the list of labeled components
%thresh - the threshold for Chauvenet's Criterion
function artmarker = cluslabel(Class,mainfeat,art,thresh)
ncomp = size(mainfeat,1); %Number of components
%Compute Number of Clusters
grpnum = unique(Class);
grpnum(grpnum==0)=[];
nclus = length(grpnum);
artmarker = zeros(ncomp,1);
comps = cell(1,nclus);
nmem = zeros(1,nclus);
cnt = 0;
%Average the 1-dimensional features for each cluster
for i =1:nclus
tempcomps = find(Class==i);
if isempty(art)~=1
if isempty(intersect(tempcomps,art(:,1)))~=1
[~,idx1,~] = intersect(tempcomps,art(:,1));
tempcomps(idx1)=[];
end
end
nmem(i) = length(tempcomps);
if isempty(tempcomps)~=1
cnt = cnt+1;
comps{1,cnt} = tempcomps;
nmem(1,cnt)=length(tempcomps);
featavg(1,cnt) = mean(mainfeat(tempcomps,1));
featavg(2,cnt) = mean(mainfeat(tempcomps,2));
featavg(3,cnt) = mean(mainfeat(tempcomps,3);
featavg(4,cnt) = mean(mainfeat(tempcomps,4));
featavg(5,cnt) = mean(mainfeat(tempcomps,5));
featavg(6,cnt) = mean(mainfeat(tempcomps,6));
featavg(7,cnt) = mean(mainfeat(tempcomps,7));
featavg(8,cnt) = mean(mainfeat(tempcomps,8));
end
end
nmemthresh = max(nmem); %Largest cluster
%Find outlying clusters using Chauvenet's Criterion
avgfeat = mean(featavg,2);
stdfeat = std(featavg,[],2);
perdiff = zeros(8,size(featavg,2));
for cnt = 1:size(featavg,2)
%Chauvenet's Criterion
dfeat = abs(featavg(:,cnt)-avgfeat);
dfeat = bsxfun (@rdivide, dfeat, sqrt(stdfeat));
perdiff(:,cnt) = abs(dfeat);
end
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%Mark clusters with Chauvenet's Criterion greater than thresh as artifactual
[~,idx] = find(perdiff>=thresh);
clusmark2 = unique(idx);
clusmark2 = clusmark2';
%Adjust the overall 1-d feature average to exclude outliers (perdiff>thresh)
featavg2 = featavg;
featavg2(:,clusmark2)=[];
%Recompute Chauvenet's Criterion with Adjusted 1-d feature average
avgfeat = mean(featavg2,2);
stdfeat = std(featavg2,1,2);
perdiff = zeros(8,size(featavg,2));
for cnt = 1:size(featavg,2)
%Chauvenet's Criterion
dfeat = abs(featavg(:,cnt)-avgfeat);
dfeat = bsxfun (@rdivide, dfeat, sqrt(stdfeat));
perdiff(:,cnt) = abs(dfeat);
end
%Mark clusters with Chauvenet's Criterion greater than thresh as artifactual
[~,idx] = find(perdiff>=thresh);
clusmark3 = unique(idx);
%Exclude largest cluster from being artifactual
idx2 = find(nmem<nmemthresh);
clusmark3 = intersect(clusmark3,idx2);
clusmark3 = clusmark3';
%Mark components within artifatual clusters as artifactual
for i = 1:length(clusmark3)
artmarker(comps{1,clusmark3(i)},1)=1;
end

cleancomp
%This function cleans artifactual components.
%The inputs to this function are:
%EEG - an EEGLab EEG structure
%artidx - the list of component labels
%epts - the number of time points per window for cleaning
function [newcomps,newcompsrem] = cleancomp(EEG, art, epnts)
maxrep = 100;
artidx = find(art==1);
%Compute the ICA components
nchan = EEG.nbchan;
comps=(EEG.icaweights*EEG.icasphere)*reshape(EEG.EEG, nchan, []);
%Wavelet options for despiking (wav_opt1) and denoising (wav_opt2)
wav_opt1 = {4 'sym3'}; wav_opt2 = {4 'db8'};
didx = 5; %min change between number of spikes found (stopping criteria)
newcomps = comps; newcompsrem = comps;
%Sliding window size and overlap
winsize = epnts; nov = ceil(epnts/2);
for i = 1:length(artidx)
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position = 0;
while position+winsize<=size(comps,2)
sig = comps(artidx(i),position+1:position+winsize);
%Compute the wavelet coefficients
[C,L] = wavedec(sig,wav_opt1{1},wav_opt1{2});
%Despiking
placemark = 1;
for wn = 1:wav_opt2{1}+1
Ctemp = C(placemark:placemark+L(wn)-1);
Corig = Ctemp;
check=1; cnt = 0;
previdx = 0;
while check==1
cnt = cnt+1;
Ctemp2 = abs(Ctemp);
%Median Value Threshold
medval = mad(Ctemp2,1)./.6745;
THR = 4.*medval;
[~,idx] = find(abs(Ctemp2)>=THR);
[~,curridx] = find(abs(Corig)>=THR);
nrep = 0;
if length(idx)>=0 && length(curridx)>=length(previdx)+didx && nrep<maxrep
nrep = nrep + 1;
[~,previdx] = find(abs(Corig)>=THR);
%Pad with zeros to avoid edge effects
Ctemp = ([zeros(1,5),Ctemp,zeros(1,5)]);
idx = idx+5;
x = 1:(length(Ctemp)); x(idx)=[];
y = Ctemp; y(idx)=[];
xi = idx;
%Interpolate Spikes
Ctempinterp = interp1(x,y,xi,'cubic');
for k = 1:length(idx)
Ctemp(idx(k))=Ctempinterp(k);
end
Ctemp = Ctemp(6:end-5);
check = 1;
else
check = 0;
end
end
C(placemark:placemark+L(wn)-1)=Ctemp;
placemark = placemark+L(wn);
end
%Reconstruct the signal
temp1 = waverec(C,L,wav_opt1{2});
%Denoising
[C,L] = wavedec(temp1,wav_opt2{1},wav_opt2{2}); %Compute the wavelet coefficients
placemark = 1;
for wn = 1:wav_opt2{1}+1 %All wavelet ceofficients
Ctemp = C(placemark:placemark+L(wn)-1);
Corig = Ctemp;
%Median Value Threshold
medval = mad(Ctemp,1)./.6745;
THR = medval;
[~,idx] = find(abs(Ctemp)<=THR);
Ctemp = wthresh(Ctemp,'s',THR);
C(placemark:placemark+L(wn)-1)=Ctemp;
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placemark = placemark+L(wn);
end
%Reconstruct the signal
temp1 = waverec(C,L,wav_opt2{2});
temp2(position+1:position+winsize)=temp1;
position = position+winsize-nov;
end
%Assign new cleaned component
newcomps(artidx(i),:) = temp2;
newcompsrem(artidx(i),:) = 0;
end

Additional Preprocessing Functions
Filtering
function EEGout = Filtering(EEG,Low,High)
%Filter the EEG between .5 and
EEG = pop_iirfilt(EEG,Low,0);
EEG = pop_iirfilt(EEG,0,High);
EEG = pop_iirfilt(EEG,Low,0);

50 Hz
%High Pass at .5
%Low Pass at 50
%High Pass at .5

%Save EEGset into EEGout and to a new folder
EEGout = EEG;

ICA1
%Preprocessing in EEGLab - ICA and epoching
%inputs: 1=epoch and keep settings from previous EEGset
%
2=epoch and request epoch options
%
3=do not epoch
function [EEGout,outputs] = ICA1(EEG,inputs)

if inputs{1} == 2
%Ask user for type of epochings
strings= {'Epoch Around Event Markers','Epoch Into Consecutive Epochs'};
[EType,~] = listdlg('PromptString','Select Epoch Method:','ListString',strings);
if EType == 1
%Ask user for timelimits/events
events = unique({EEG.event.type});
[Selection,~] = listdlg('PromptString','Select events to
epoch:','ListString',events);
events = events(Selection);
%Ask user for time limits
prompt = {'Input time limits for epochs'};
dlg_title = 'User Inputs';
num_lines = 1;
def = {'0 1'};
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def);
timelimits = str2num(cell2mat(answer(1)));
else
%Ask user for time limits
prompt = {'Input length of epochs in seconds'};
dlg_title = 'User Inputs';
num_lines = 1;
def = {'1'};
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def);
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timelimits = str2num(cell2mat(answer(1)));
end
choices = {'Yes','No'};
[echoice,~] = listdlg('PromptString','Use this epoching for all
EEGsets?','ListString',choices);
outputs{1} = echoice;
outputs{2} = EType;
outputs{3} = timelimits;
if EType==1
outputs{4} = events;
end
else if inputs{1}==1
EType = inputs{2};
timelimits = inputs{3};
if EType==1
events = inputs{4};
end
outputs = inputs;
end
end
%Epoch the EEG
if inputs{1}~=3
if EType == 1
EEG = pop_epoch(EEG,events,timelimits);
else
EEG = eeg_regepochs(EEG,timelimits);
end
else
outputs = inputs;
end
%Run ICA
EEGout = pop_runica_edit(EEG,'icatype','runica');

Function for Running ABEAR and Preprocessing Steps
% Function for running all pre-processing and ABEAR steps
%Inputs
%ALLEEG - EEGLab EEG Structure containing EEG datasets to be cleaned
%userinputs - 1x1 struct
%
userinputs.hpf=1; High pass filter (in Hz)
%
userinputs.lpf=50; Low pass filter (in Hz)
%
userinputs.checks=[0,0,0]; Options for plotting automatically selected
%
bad epochs, bad components, and final cleaned data,if 0, do not plot
%
userinputs.clean=1; 1 for clean components, 0 for remove components
%
userinputs.m=19; Initial number of clusters
%
userinputs.feat=8; Feature used for clustering (see clus_feat.m)
%
userinputs.clus='isodata'; 'isodata' or 'kmeans'
%
userinputs.perbad=.15; bad epoch threshold 1
%
userinputs.err=.8; bad epoch threshold 2
%
userinputs.thresh = .75;cluster labeling threshold
function ALLEEG = MainProgram(ALLEEG,userinputs)
h = figure('visible', 'off');
setappdata(h,'String1','Starting ABEAR...');
setappdata(h,'String2','Current Step:');
%Preallocate
autobadepoch = cell(1,length(ALLEEG));
feat = cell(1,length(ALLEEG));
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art = cell(1,length(ALLEEG));
Class = cell(1,length(ALLEEG));
Center = cell(1,length(ALLEEG));
newcomps = cell(1,length(ALLEEG));
newcompsrem = cell(1,length(ALLEEG));
ICA1opts{1}=2;
for i = 1:length(ALLEEG)
String1 = ['Performing ABEAR on dataset ',num2str(i),' of ',num2str(length(ALLEEG))];
setappdata(h,'String1',String1);
%% Filtering
if userinputs.steps(1) == 1
String2 = 'Filtering...';
setappdata(h,'String2',String2);
supergui(h, {1 1 1 1}, [],{'style', 'text', 'string', getappdata(h,'String1')
},...
{'style', 'text', 'string', getappdata(h,'String2') },...
{'style', 'text', 'string', 'Press button to interrupt ABEAR'},...
{'style', 'pushbutton', 'string', 'Interupt', 'callback', 'close; error(''USER
ABORT'');'} );
set(h, 'visible', 'on');
drawnow;
ALLEEG(1,i) = Filtering(ALLEEG(1,i),userinputs.hpf,userinputs.lpf);
end

%% Bad Epoch Removal
if userinputs.steps(2) == 1
String2 = {'Current Step: ICA for bad epoch removal'};
setappdata(h,'String2',String2);
supergui(h, {1 1 1 1}, [],{'style', 'text', 'string', getappdata(h,'String1')
},...
{'style', 'text', 'string', getappdata(h,'String2') },...
{'style', 'text', 'string', 'Press button to interrupt ABEAR'},...
{'style', 'pushbutton', 'string', 'Interupt', 'callback', 'close; error(''USER
ABORT'');'} );
set(h, 'visible', 'on');
drawnow;
%Run ICA
if length(size(ALLEEG(1,i).data))==3
ICA1opts{1}=3;
end
[ALLEEG(1,i),ICA1opts] = ICA1(ALLEEG(1,i),ICA1opts);
String2 = {'Current Step: Bad Epoch Removal'};
setappdata(h,'String2',String2);
supergui(h, {1 1 1 1}, [],{'style', 'text', 'string', getappdata(h,'String1')
},...
{'style', 'text', 'string', getappdata(h,'String2') },...
{'style', 'text', 'string', 'Press button to interrupt ABEAR'},...
{'style', 'pushbutton', 'string', 'Interupt', 'callback', 'close; error(''USER
ABORT'');'} );
set(h, 'visible', 'on');
drawnow;
%Detect Bad Epochs
autobadepoch{1,i}=badepoch2(ALLEEG(1,i),.15,.80);
%Check Bad Epochs
if userinputs.checks(1) == 1
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usercheck(ALLEEG(1,i),1,autobadepoch{1,i});
newbadepoch = evalin('base','newbadepoch');
autobadepoch{1,i} = find(newbadepoch==1);
clear tmpstr
clear newbadepoch
end
%Remove Bad Epochs
if isempty(autobadepoch{1,i})~=1
ALLEEG(1,i) = pop_select(ALLEEG(1,i),'notrial',autobadepoch{1,i});
else
disp('No bad epochs were detected.');
end
end
%% ABEAR
keepgoing = 1;
while keepgoing == 1
String2 = {'Current Step: ICA for artifactual component removal'};
setappdata(h,'String2',String2);
supergui(h, {1 1 1 1}, [],{'style', 'text', 'string', getappdata(h,'String1')
},...
{'style', 'text', 'string', getappdata(h,'String2') },...
{'style', 'text', 'string', 'Press button to interrupt ABEAR'},...
{'style', 'pushbutton', 'string', 'Interupt', 'callback', 'close; error(''USER
ABORT'');'} );
set(h, 'visible', 'on');
drawnow;
%Run ICA
if length(size(ALLEEG(1,i).data))==3
[ALLEEG(1,i),~] = ICA1(ALLEEG(1,i),{3});
else
[ALLEEG(1,i),ICA1opts] = ICA1(ALLEEG(1,i),ICA1opts);
end
String2 = {'Current Step: Computing Component Features'};
setappdata(h,'String2',String2);
supergui(h, {1 1 1 1}, [],{'style', 'text', 'string', getappdata(h,'String1')
},...
{'style', 'text', 'string', getappdata(h,'String2') },...
{'style', 'text', 'string', 'Press button to interrupt ABEAR'},...
{'style', 'pushbutton', 'string', 'Interupt', 'callback', 'close; error(''USER
ABORT'');'} );
set(h, 'visible', 'on');
drawnow;
%Create Component Features
feat{1,i}=comp_feat(ALLEEG(1,i),userinputs.feat);
String2 = {'Current Step: Clustering Components'};
setappdata(h,'String2',String2);
supergui(h, {1 1 1 1}, [],{'style', 'text', 'string', getappdata(h,'String1')
},...
{'style', 'text', 'string', getappdata(h,'String2') },...
{'style', 'text', 'string', 'Press button to interrupt ABEAR'},...
{'style', 'pushbutton', 'string', 'Interupt', 'callback', 'close; error(''USER
ABORT'');'} );
set(h, 'visible', 'on');
drawnow;
%Cluster Components
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[Class{1,i},Center{1,i}]=cluster(feat{1,i},size(ALLEEG(1,i).icawinv,2),userinputs.m,art{1
,i},userinputs.clus,3,100);
%Label Clusters
art{1,i} = cluslabel(Class{1,i},feat{1,i},art{1,i},userinputs.thresh);
%Check Cluster Labeling if compcheck=1
if userinputs.checks(2) == 1
art{1,i} = usercheck(ALLEEG(1,i),2,art{1,i});
end
String2 = {'Current Step: Cleaning Artifactual Components'};
setappdata(h,'String2',String2);
supergui(h, {1 1 1 1}, [],{'style', 'text', 'string', getappdata(h,'String1')
},...
{'style', 'text', 'string', getappdata(h,'String2') },...
{'style', 'text', 'string', 'Press button to interrupt ABEAR'},...
{'style', 'pushbutton', 'string', 'Interupt', 'callback', 'close; error(''USER
ABORT'');'} );
set(h, 'visible', 'on');
drawnow;
%Clean Artifactual Components (or remove if clean=0)
[newcomps{1,i},newcompsrem{1,i}] = cleancomp(ALLEEG(1,i), art{1,i},
ALLEEG(1,i).srate);
%Compute data with new components
if userinputs.clean==1 %Clean components
newdata =
reshape((ALLEEG(1,i).icawinv*newcomps{1,i}),ALLEEG(1,i).nbchan,ALLEEG(1,i).pnts,ALLEEG(1,
i).trials);
else %Remove components
newdata =
reshape((ALLEEG(1,i).icawinv*newcompsrem{1,i}),ALLEEG(1,i).nbchan,ALLEEG(1,i).pnts,ALLEEG
(1,i).trials);
end
%Perform final check of data and make choice of next action
if userinputs.checks(3) == 1
choice = 2;
while choice ==2
if userinputs.clean ==1
choice = usercheck(ALLEEG(1,i),3,newcomps{1,i});
else
choice = usercheck(ALLEEG(1,i),3,newcompsrem{1,i});
end
if choice == 0 %Accept Final Components
keepgoing=0;
ALLEEG(1,i).data = newdata;
ALLEEG(1,i).setname = [ALLEEG(1,i).setname,'_Processed'];
ALLEEG(1,i).filename = [ALLEEG(1,i).setname,'Processed.set'];
ALLEEG(1,i) =
pop_saveset(ALLEEG(1,i),'filename',ALLEEG(1,i).filename);
else if choice == 1 %Perform ABEAR again
keepgoing = 1;
else if choice == 2 %Clean components again
ALLEEG(1,i).data = newdata;
[newcomps{1,i},newcompsrem{1,i}] = cleancomp(ALLEEG(1,i),
art{1,i}, ALLEEG(1,i).srate);
newdata =
reshape((ALLEEG(1,i).icawinv*newcomps{1,i}),ALLEEG(1,i).nbchan,ALLEEG(1,i).pnts,ALLEEG(1,
i).trials);
end
end
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end
end
else
keepgoing=0;
ALLEEG(1,i).data = newdata;
ALLEEG(1,i).setname = [ALLEEG(1,i).setname,'_Processed'];
ALLEEG(1,i).filename = [ALLEEG(1,i).setname,'Processed.set'];
ALLEEG(1,i) = pop_saveset(ALLEEG(1,i),'filename',ALLEEG(1,i).filename);
end
end
end
close(h)
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